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and eclF3 in co2 ,. SF 6 and N2o matrices. and ill neat mixtures. 
Photolysis of cryogenic mixtures of ozone and the chlorofluoro-
methanes in various matrix hosts r~sulted in production of Q{1 o) 
w~:i.ch miqrated through the matrix to react with the Freon mole-
cules. Produc:ts were detected by infrar:ed spectroscopy of the-
matrix deposits, with ~ssignments -confirmed by comparison of 
16o and 18o absorption bands with literature values. EVidence 
for oxygen atom insertion into a e-el lxuid to form a hypo-
chlorite in~ermediate wits o·btained. In the case of ccl 3F. 
the first stable product to be formed was COClF1 hut this 
subsequently photo-oxidized to give eoF 2 and co2• In addition, 
evidence for fluorine atom reactions with the substrate was 




from cc13F. In the case oJ 
the reactant cC1 2F 2
, the major products were coF 2 and coi' 
followed by the product· of F-atom tei!lctj.ons, CC1F3 • For 
both ()f these chlorofluoromethanes, since COF 2 .does not r .eac:t 
with o( 1n), the m<>st likely source of F-atom checnistry was 
concluded t.o be the reaction that also forms CO2.. In the 
case of the reactant CClF 
3
, the major product was coF2 , which 
would form t~gether with elF. thus prov.iding a source for 
flourine atoms.. co
2 
was also found in the. d-eposit after 
pf1otoly.sis ,. although its pr-esen.ce cannot be explainect ci~fi-
ni tively. Additional new 'feat\lres in the spectra of the 
product mixtures for this system have been tentatively as.signed 
. ; 
c ; 
I .NTRooocr:r oN 
The use of chlorofluo. romethan-s a· ~ "' aerosol prqpellants, 
foarninq agents and solvents has cre~t:ed an enormous supply 
2 
industry, 'Which produces mor.e t:lla,n lOO kilotons of qFcl
3 
(Freon ll) and 500 kil.otons of cF2 c1 2 (Freon 12) yearly, with 
app!;"oximately 10% annuaJ. gro.wth rates. 1 Use patterns of these 
compounds make it cl~a:r that a considerable percentage of the 
manufaetur@d Output is released into· the atmosphere '-'i thin a 
few months of its production. Originally produced for their 
infl.anmabi.lity, low toxicity, desirable Joule-Thomson charac-
teristics and extreme chemical stability •· these compounds 
coul:d be expected to underg-o essentially negligible decompo~i­
tion once released into the troposphere. Confirming these 
E!jepectations. measurements of their concentrations in the at-
mo.sphere ~apolated to give total atmospheric burdens. eompar.e 
very closely to estimates of cumulative release and estimated 
liff,!t;.m~s in the re;gion of thi,rty years or longer for the 
troposphere fo·r crc13 , and longer £or the more stable CF 2cl 2• 
Thus .• they have indeed been ~hown to be extremely st_(tble at 
low altitudes (})elow 20 km) , and have in fact been u .sf!!d ·as 
an ind-ex of diffusion. patterns of urban pollutants. .Their 
great stability in tb~ troposphere. however • does not extend 
to higher altitudes. 
In. 1974 Rowland and .Molina2 alerted the scientif·ic and 
governmental conrnunitie$ to the possibility of a significant 
h t .. 1· •*ic properties of the environmental hazard posed by P ¢ 0 r - · · ·. · 
chlorofluorometbanes. 




parent to electroma9netic radiation except in the. far ultra-
violet. The lowest energy absorption bands occur .at just 




These peaks are thus clos.e to a window for penetration of far 
ultraviolet light through the ionosphere that occurs between 
the mo.re intense absorption by o 2 below 1.84 nm and the more 
intense absorption by o 3 above 225 run. This window results in 
·a relat.ive~y higller fl1JX of solar radiation in the range of 
190 to 210 nm-. Absorption cross-sections at 199 nm ha'ITe been 
estimated at 7 - 11 :JC . to-2° c:m2 for cr2c1 2 and 7·3 - 101 x 10-20 
crn2 for CFC13
1 ' 3 indicCllting significant potential for absorp-
tion.. In this energy region~ absorption i -s interpreted as a 
transition ( n ._ G'J i:nto a repulsive state that dissoci-ates 
into a chlorin~ atom and a halogenated methyl radical by c·leavage 
of a carJ:x:::~n-clllorine. bond.• The bond di,sSQciation energy is 
only 70 - 75: kcal./mol c~ SO() nm), thus at the energies of the 
photodis.sociation it is clear that very enet"ge1;ic particles 
are produced. .Also, since the- c-F bond is 40 - so kcal/mo1 
stronger than the e-el bond, it is e~pected that only t})e .e-el 
b b .. t" 4-7 l:x:>n<i will be ruptured, a contention suppo.rted . y o ser-qa 1ons .• 
With these facts in mill:d, Rowland and Molina
2
suggested that iri 
the statosphere.. photodis8ociation of chlorofluoromethanes 
would occur producing a steady-state ce;ncentration of chlorine 
atoms: 
{l) •cl 








03 ~ 02 + ClO 
0 ~ *Cl + .o
2 
They predicted that if chlorofluo.romethanes were· introduced 
4 
into the. a:tmo.sphere at their 1973 rates 1 between seven and thil'·· 
teen percent of the ozone concentration in the stratosphere 
woul.d be destroyed before a new steady state was reached. 
This would have very serious consequences for lif~ on the 
.surface of the earth. since o~e acts i;ls .·an "ultravio.let 
shield•, preventing dangerous bi:gh energy .ultraviolet light 
from penetrating to lower altitudes. 
Sinc:::e 1974. the photochemistry of th·e chlorofluoromethanes 
has been ·extensively investigated with a :view toward confirming 
and under.s:tand:ing the nature of the hazard propo·sed by Rowl,and 
and MOlina. computer generated models, taking into account 
rates of production and atmospheric release, atmospheric 
vertical transport meChanisms, kinetic: parameters of the 
pritnaey reaction$., and concentration p~of.iles of the rna jor 
components o! the ozone destruction mech.anism. haye generilted 
.· 8·-·lZ 
concentration vs. a1titude profiles for both cr2c12 and CFC13 • 
and estimated rates of ch~orine atom production at different 
altitudes. For CFCIJ• such profiles show a ne.arly constant 
concentration of apprc>xi.Jnately lo-1° parts ·by volume from 
the surface to 15 km, a decrease by a factor of 10 between 
15 and 25 Jan, and a sharper decrease by tvo orders of magnitude 
bet""'een 25 and 40 km: these data suggest a rate of production 
o:f chlorine atoms from this source peakin9 at apout 25 km. 






manufacture, the tropospheric concentr.ation is about 10 tim.es 
greater, and levels of concentration comparable to those of 
CC13 F extend all the way up to 60 km, with maximum chlorine 
atom prociuction rate occurrir:tg at about 30 km. A number of 






and CC1F3 have been. made by instruments carried aloft by bal,.. 
loons, high-flying planes, ~nd, above 40 km, by rockets. 13-lS, 96• 100 
Data points are fou11d to agree closely with those of the com-
puter models. Furthermore, when additional sources of .chlorine 
are taken into account. atmospheri·c measurements of th~ oon-
centration of. ClO are found even to ejcceed the computer pro-
jections.100 But~ as Parry108 points out .in a recent article, 
when 1o()king at atmospheric ozone concentrations, it is. very 
di!ficult to corroborate the estimated ozone depletions.. First 
of til, th4! various models predict amounts of eventual decrease. 
ranging from as high as 20% to as low as 2%; based on 197.3 annual 
rates of emission. Furthermore, ozone levels have actually in-
creased from 1958 to 1975 by about 4%1 ppssibly due to s~n-spot 
activity. EVen if one· accepts as a "most probable'* value of 
final ozone depletion of 7%, this- wuld ori].y mean a 1. 4% de-
pletion to· date. and tll.is is very difficult to detect, given 
the wide variations in o~one concentrations with latitude~ 
time of day, season and climactic conditions. Bu.t the problem 
obviously deserves continued attention. 
Several ~~cent efforts have been d · · · · ma e to study th·e 
kinetics of the important steps in the photocheriii!=al decom-
position mechanism. J...4·•6 ,19-23 
Gas phase mixture!' o .f the 
chlorofluoromethanes· and ei~her o2 or o3 were pho.tolyzed 
at approximately 200 nm at room t.emperature.. These :!itudies 
c:Onfirrn ::.that both CFC13 and CF2cl 2 
photooxl:dize ~ loss of 
a chlorine atom wi~h a -quantum yield "Qf I • ~.o z 0.1 for 
reaetion (ll• A subsequent reaction o·f the free radical 
CF4-xClx-l with oxyg.en c::an. produee another cha:fn ca~rier 
(either Cl or ClO): 
(4} + ClO 
T~e possbile s.Ubs.equent fate of the carbonyl halide pro·duct 
( CF~ or CFClO) includes cirect. solar photolysis. chemical 
attac:k by various radi.<:al species, hydrolysis by H 2o. or 
downward diffusion into the tropospher.e with subsequent 
. . 1 
ra1.nout. Evidence suggests that the .clllorine atoms produced 
in these experiments are an equili~rium mixture of ·th~ two 
lowest electronic: states. ' and th.e 2.5 kc.al/mol higher 
~·~ • Another mechanism for ozone- depletion that has been 
suggested is direc~ reaction of chlo:tofluoromethartes vith 
o(l.n}. ·such a mechanism has been studied, and was fouod t.P 
give th·e same products :in the same yields as in the photo-
oxid .• tion studies. Electroni¢ally exeited oxygen at.oms 
' 
were produced by photolysis of o3 at 254 nm or of N 20 at 
223 nm·: 





D) can th.en react with the chlorofl,uoromethane 




+ CF4-xc1x -lr CF 4-xc1x-1 
~CF ci o 4-x x-2 





. Cl -x. x 
7 
Experimental valu~s for the quantum yields suggest that reaction 
(6a) is the predominant# i! not exclusive, reaction. Since the 
Clo and trihal.omethyl r:adicals can react in tl1e same way as in 
the photooxidation reactions, ul tirnat.ely the same products are 
obtained. However, Rowland and Molina point out1 t}lat the: con-
centration of o( 1D) is quite low at high altitudes and does not 







the same altitudes.. Thus, while it may make some contribution 
to ozone depletion., direct of O( 1o) is only a minor sink for 
CC13F or CC1 2F 2 in the stratosphere. On the other hand. given 
the much smaller cross sections for photolysis of CC1F
3 
(0.026 
x 10-20 cm2 at 199 nm) , Rowland et al. point out that reaction 
with o( ~) is the majo.r sink fo:r this· chlorofluor()Qlethane .• 96 
Several oth~r conceiva):)le sinks for chlorofluorocarbon 
destruction have been evaluated by:Rowl.and and MQlina. 1 
These include hydrol.ysis of the- chlorofluoromethane, possible 
reaction of the chlorofluoromethane with aerosol particles, 
and dissociative electron captur.e by the chlorofluoromethane. 
Each of these can be ruled out as an important sink:, especially 
in the -criti-cal region 25 - 30 km, wh.~;-e the photodissociation 
mecllanism maximizes. However, the iast of these mechani~ms 
-is deserving of some additional comrnerit. The cross sections 
£or dissociative electron captur-e of thermal electrons by 
8 
CFC13 is 9.5 x 10-lS cm2/moJ.ec:t:J:le- for zero energy electrons, 
and 1-...· 1 -16 2 24 2 -r CF2C 2 is 1 •. 1 x 10 · em /molecUle for O.lS ev electrons:. i 
(7) cF"~ cl + -x Jt· e-(therma.lized) -+- CF4- Cl 1. + Cl-x x-
'the resulting chlorid~ ion has a relatively high croas section 
for photodetaclirnent of its -electron of greater than 20 x lo-18 
cm
2
/moleeule at waveiength·s less than 320 nm. 26 Thus, the 
electron on the chloride ion should be easily detached: 
. 
(8) ci- + h)) (<. 320 nm} -... •Cl. + 
It is clear that ·the overall effect of r -eactions (7) and (8) 
is· the same as. that of reaction (l), and that the same su~ 
sequent chemistry could occur. one t;:an rule this step out 
as a major contributor to the eve11t;Ual decom~sition of 
chlcrof.luoromethanes in the atmosphere on the grounds that in 
tp.e al. titude re9ion 25 - 30 )em the electron density is 'too 
low (less than 10-3 cm-3 ) and the crot!s section for electron 
capture too t!mall for this reaction to be competitive wi~ 
photodissociation.· Further, since the bulk of chlorofluor.o-
methanes are destroyed in the 25 - 30 km r~ion, and since 
vertica~ transport in the stratos.pher.e is so much slower 
than in the troposphere, few molecules of chlorofluoromethanes 
get to the region from 50 - 60 km, the lower part of the n--
region of the ionottpher~, where electron densities dramatically 
· · · · d f · t d 27 H at th: • 1n.creas4a by .sev~al or · ers o magnl:. u e. . owever. · . . · · ·~
higher alti tude, the average lifetime due to dissociative 
electron capture actually becomes shorter than that du-e to 
photod.i..ssociation. Thus, although this mechanism can only 
9 
be considered a minor one at best for total chlorofluoro-
methane conversion. it is important as the ultimate sink in 
terms of -any vertioa1 tran~port. l:n addition, because the over-
all chemical effect of di.s8oeiative elec~on capture follow-ed 
by pho-todetac:hment o~ the elee:tron from the resul t:ing chloride 
ion is virtually the same as that for the direct photolysis 
of the halocarbon,. except that the dissociated f:tagtf\ents 
are produced with little or no extra E!nergy, it appeared 
possible to these .investigators to utilize this process to 
generat.e, de-teet and study the int.ermediates implicated in 
the ozone destruction process in a low temperature matrix. 
A series of experiments attempting to design and- perfect 
t:he apparatus for, and detect the results of. dissoci&!tive. 
electron capture ot therma.liz.ed an~ energetic electrons by 
chlorofluorometbanes was carried out in our .laboratories. 
·For reasons that remain unknown. we were unsuccessful in 
detecting any chemical. changes resulting from lov energy 
~leet.ron .impact on cryogenic films of chloro·fluoromethanes 
or their mixtures vitb ozone. A descriptl:on of the-se experi-
ments and their results comprises Appendix A of this report. 
It is worth notinc; that all o£ the studies mentioned 
above used to evaluate the photodis~ociation _process pre-
dic_i;ed by· Rovland and Molina were gas phase • room temperature 
photolyse:a. Stab~e. thermalized products were detected by 
techniques such as gas chromatography or gas phase infrared 
spectroscopy. No direct indication of roeactive intermediates 
10 
was sought or obtained. In or'd t t ·11 · th er -- o . · l. ~n e gap in our 
understanding of :the photochemic~ properties of the chloro-
fluoromethanes, a series of experiments was carried out in 
our laboratories designed to examine the photolysis. of cryo• 
qenic films both of neat mixtures of cblorofluor:ometha.nes and 
ozone, and of solutions of thes.e mixtures in unreactive host 
matrices. The objective of these experiments wa·s tp study 
the reactions of· pho.tolytically produced 0( 1o) atoms with 
ehlorofluorornethanes, to establish whether or not they were 
the s .ame as those observed in the gas phase, and hopef-ully to 
detect and ident:i..fy reactive intermediates in the reaction 
mechanism. 
Matrix i-solation ~pectroscopy (MIS) vas developed by 
Pimentel and co-1110rkers at U. c. Berkeley in 1954. 28· In this 
technique29 one attempts to accumulate sufficiently high 
concentrations of no-rma1ly unstable or reactive intermediates 
to deteCt their presence and identify them by suitable ana-
lytical procedures. This is acc:Qmplished by isolating t ·he 
s.pecies .under conditions designed to prevent their :reaction .. 
nte r ·equired environment is g'eneral.ly produced by suspending 
the reactants at high diiution in a solid matrix of an un-
·reactive host subst-ance of low lat·t ·ice energy at very low 
temperatures. Typical matrix materials include the rare 
gases, smal.l mole~es such as N 2 , co, N2o, co2 or sF6 , 
simpl-e hydrocarbons, and chlorofluorocarbons-. The low tempera-






crystal or glass are achieved with ref.rig.erants such as liquid 
oxygen (90 ·K), liquid nitrogen (77 RL liquid hydrogen (20 K). 
and liquid helium (4 K) .. The refrigerant used for a given 
host substance shoUld cool to a temperature no higher than 
0.6 of the matrix melting point. Above this temperature, 
t."'le vaPc>r pressure of the matrix material leads to vacuum 
breakdown, diffus·ion becomes significant, and the depo-sit can 
have phase separation. In a typical matrix isolation experi-
ment the ratio of host to guest '-'Ould be in the range of 
100 : l to 100,000 : ~. This guarantees that there are 
likely to be few interactions of guest molecules with each other. 
Under the low temperature conditions of these e)Cperiments, 
the uns-table species produced in the reaction being studied 
cannot diffus·e in the matrix, and hence their concentrations 
often can be built up to .levels higher than ordinarily ex-
perienced. Preparation of sample deposits when the reactants 
form a stable vapor is usually ~chieved by mixing the gue·st 
and host gases in an appropriate concentration ratio, and 
spraying the gas mixture onto a surface cooled to a tempera.-
ture close to that of the boiling point of the refrigerant 
in an -evacuated chamber. The mixture freezes on contact 
·with the surface, producing· a crystalline or glassy deposit 
under the right conditions. If the reactant does not form 
a stable vapor, .it may possibly be formed • in situ" by diffu-
sion~ controlled chemical reaction, or photolysis- of a suitable 





















amount of vapor sprayed onto thu eold surface, is fixed by the 
sensitivity of the analyti·cal techniques used to detect pro-
ducts in the matrix. For Allowed electronic tran.si t.ion.s, 
micromolar quantities of guest!l are sufficient# but for 
forbi-dden electronic transitions or infrared transitions 
milli'mOlar afnC)unts are r~ired. Sample analysis ·i·.s most: often 
studied l:ly .uv or infrared spectrophotometry, fluoritnetry or 
phosphorimetry/1 and the design of the apparatus is determin!iid 
·by the method o£ analysis eriployed. As applied in these 
experirrl~ts, the sample was analy~ed by infrared speetropho-
tomf!try. The sample mixture was sprayed onto. a eool·ed op-
tically transparent flat sitting within the .analyzing b:e~ 
of an infrared ·spec:tropho·tometer. -:rransparent optical flat.s 
used must offer good thermal. conta(:t and ·thermal eondu(:tivity, 
and suitable matetia.ls include Csi or KBr ~ For good trans-
mission~ the sample plate and other \lfindows used must be 
polished frequent! y .• 
The ehoi·ce of a matri~ material for such experiments 
depe:nds on the following factors: 1) it must be chemically 
inert with respect to the . active species~ 2} it must not 
provide a significant pathway for. physical deactivation of 
excited particles~ 3) it must be sufficiently ri.gid to pre-
vent unwarranted diff11sion of Unstable intermediate:n 4) it 
must have· no infrared absorption.s bands in the regions in 
vhich the species being. investigated absorb~ Sl it must have 
a melting pein~ sufficie,qt.ly above t:he temperature of 





















conditions is l.ower than the ea~city of the vacuum system 
being used: and 6) it must not be subjeet to fl-akj,11g, crack-
ing or ph.-se separations tl:lat 'WOUld a!fect the transparancy 
of the deposit. The rate of deposition .of the sample is deter ... 
m.i.ned by the cooling ca~i ty of the refrigerant, the thermal 
conductivity of the matri-x material and the sample support, 
the condensation characte;J:'ist,ics of the gases, and the efficiency 
of the vacuum system. :Thermal conductivity between the refri-
gerant at).d the condensing surface is critical because "'arming 
of the surf·ace results when the ·sample ,gas stri"kf!s .it. 'Ibis 
can lead to uridesirable localized annealing and diffusion 
vitl1in th.e sample deposit, especially when t::he flow rate is 
hi·gh.. However, slow deposition rates can cause amorphous 
solids .and crystal .imperf.ec:t).:ons, or • ~mow" , resulting in 
~peetra that are broad arid ill-defined", which c~ sometimes 
be corrected by careful annealing. The :best target temperature 
for forming transparent ma~ri.c~s- is oile above . 25% to 3.5% of 
the matrix melting pc:;int.. '!be use of gaseous materials as 
rna-tr.ices requires that an external gas-handling vacuum system he 
buil.t adjaeeri1: to the cryostat. 
The appli-cations of matrix isolation spectroscopy are 
Vf!rY broad. They include th~ study of molecular association 
of stable molecules by bydrogen bonding .o.r ·controlled dif~ 
fusion polymerization and studies Qf .molecular ·rotation. 
Radica.l.s and reactive spec~es: produced by a.tom-molecule 













.subjected to rf or rnicrovave discharge or pyrolysis immedi-
·ately prior to deposition have been widely reported. The most 
common methods of producing reactive species • in si ~\l· include 
photolysis in the ultraviolet, vi·sible or va(!Uum-ultraviolet, 
radiolysis, electron impact or ion impact;. In investigating 
the optical properties, of guest s~~ies deposited 1n a eold 
host matri~. one complicatioll which -must be considered is 
shifts in the positj.ons of ·spectral transition~ due to guest/ 
host interactions. Spectral features in solid solutions are 
frequently shifted from gas phase val.ues. As a rule. however,. 
the wavelengths of el.ectronie and vibrational transitions of 
a guest isolated in a cold host are seldom observed to shift 
by more than 1-% of the transition energy of the same transition 
when the guest is in. the gas phase. Matrix shifts arise be-
cause the exeitecl state of the guest interact.s ~ith the matrix 
material ·to ·a different extent th~ does the ground state. 
However • depending on :the r .elative magnitud~s of the interac-
tions involved, the wavelength of the transition may be shifted 
iJ:'l eith~ direction relati.ve to the gas phase transiti.on. 
Another complication is J.ine broadening: the natural line 
width o .f a transition in a free molect.ile is determined by 
the lifetime. 'Ihe obs.erved line width is otten larger than 
the theoretical.ly ,predicted line width ( lC-4 nm for a typical 
allowed transition) due to effects such as thermal moti()n, 
predissociation, or overlap of fine structure caused by nuclear 




In sol{ds, the natural line· widt}1 is· affected by interac.tion 
between non-_po1a:r mc:>lecu.les ,. resulting from the couJ:~ling of 
tpe c:>scillating polarization of the electron orbitals of 
.matrix molecu.le·s in the neighborhood .of the excit~d species 
with the transition moment of th-e excited molecule. Line· 
widths for vibrational transitions can be broadened to 5 - 10 
on -l by such interactions. In pure solids, lines are further 
broadened by resonance. For exampl~. if one fundamental 
transition and an overtone of another fundamental fal.l at 
the same frequency·, Fermi resonance -can occur resulting in 
two lines, one at higher f~~ency and the other a lower 
frequency than the. fr.equeney at whi-ch the func:larn~rtta.l and 
the overtone coincide. 
Reactions of o(lo) excited oxygen atoms. in low tempera• 
ture matrices have been the 8\ibj ect of a number of recent 
studies.30- 4° Formation of o( 1D) for matrix studies is 
generally ac:hiev@d by "in situ• photolysis of either o3 
or N20, of which the former qiy-es a better yield. The 
photolysis of o3 in the gas phase produces 0(2lDz) atoms 
1 41. 42 . . 92.,93 · .. d· . o·- ( .• A ) 1 · ......... , ·· ... , · with a qu·antum _y-iel,d of. l,.Ok0.05 . an -_ 2 L.l. 9 
mo e'-''-U.es 
at 254 nm· in a spin-allow.edphotolytic dissociation: 
(9) o
3 
+ hY ( 254 nnr) _,.. o 2( 
1A 
9
> + O{ 2ln2J 
In liquid argon, ozone alst.~ dissociates to give product 
o( 1o). 43 And in solid matrices, O( io} is known to be the 
di . . d . t " 30-40 ssocl.atl.on pro _ uc : · · however. there ±s somf:l certtro-
versy regarding its· lifetime in the matrix. In argon matrices 
at 8 J(. smardzewski ~cl Lin ob$erved44 th<~ot no product was 
lb 
formed when 0 a/CF3F. mixtures were photolyzed. the only chanoP 
. . . -
being ozone disappea:r:ance, in spite of the fact that o(l:J) 
reacts with CF3H in the gas phase. They concluded that. 
at least in ar.t"'f.t"\n matrices ·at a I<· ,.· th · d c. (ln.) ..-":!1'!" .eo exc~ te . oxyg~n 
atoms produced in the primary photolyti.c dissociation \ler.e 
r 'apidly quenched to the ground electronic estate. 0( 3p) , 
which do.es no.t react with cr 3H at low temperatures. on thf" 
other hand, Taube and co~workers have observed~' ~7 that 
photolysis of ozone in co 2 rnatJ;ices or of o 3;co2 rni:ctures 
in an argon matrix. at 2P: l< ·both p;r'oduce co3 • a r .e .act ion 
knpwn to be the result of 0 ( l.Dl combinatl.on with co2 • Eot·h 
temperature and the matrix material cauld therefore have a 
significant effect on the rate· of phy!tical deactivation 
~ 3 of 0( D) to the ground electronic state 0( P), lying lower 
in energy than that of the excited sta·te by 1. 96"7 eV, or 
45 kcal/rnol. 4 5 In sol.id matrice-s~ collisi.onal deactivation 
is an important p~thway ~or react;ions of" 0( iD) and other 
excited elE!Ctronic: state species because of the e·ffici~ncy 
of en~r.gy dissipation by matrix tnalecules: 
(10) 0( 1D) ~ 0( 
3P) ... , ... + M •• 
This process is a violation of ·the WiqnE!r ~pin conservatio,n 
46 · · · n wh.l.' .... h. th. e. sp_in state of rule. whi·cb forbids processes 1 .... 
the products is different from that of the react~nts, and in 
t he effective lifetime o! the the- gas phase this increases 
. d p .ro·-.ess.es· ... · n which the spin statE!s change exc:1. te- $tate. ... • 
. h -~-t-t~-ng rad·_.1··_ation are call-ed intersystem crossing ( ISC}. 
wit out ""'''.... .... 
i 
! 
· ~ : 
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However. the forbidd-enes$ of these proc·esses is relaxed in 
condensed phases, where collision frequencies are large. as 
a result of rnpleeuiar distortions ~e interactions of electron 
clouds. .tn solid lattices, \;here random motion. is re.stricted 1 
motion anc;i excitation of molecules become coupled. Lattice 
coupling causes the broadening _ and splitting of energy levels, 
dependi.ng on the symmetry of the molecules and the site. and 
excitation ener<)Y .can migrate through delocalized molecular 
energy levels in the form of excitons. It is now known 
that rates of ISC are increased by density changes, tempera-
ture increases and the pres~nce of paramagnetic impuri·ties, 
including molecUlar oxygen. aq Clearly the identity of the 
matrix host can affect the lifetime of o( 1D), although much 
remains to be learned about the effects of specifi·c host 
4- 4~ 
substances. In the· gas phase, it has been shown·,- that 
rare gases such as He, Ar and Kr are relatively inefficient 
physical quenehers of 0( 1n), while .such gases as co2 , N2o 
and ~o 2 are quite efficient. Significantly, Xe is nearly 
as efficient a:s co2 • but SF 6 may actually even • :activate" 
the excited state. of course. one may not extend .these re-
3Ults to the solid st-ate without anticipating the possibility 
.that other effects may change relative efficiencies of de-
aeti vation. But it is interesting to note that smardzew~\Jd 
and Lin observed extensive deactivation in Ar at 8 K, Taube 
and co-workers reported some, but not cc:>rnplete deactivation 





have indicated that in co2 or SF6 matrices at 65 R reaet•ions 
of o(1D) with trapped substrate molecules are relatively 
efficient. 
Reactions of o(1D) atoms in lov temperature matrices 
follow a general sch,eme which is surnrnat""ized in the following 
diagram: 
(i. Photolysi~) 
0 flA ) 
2. ~'9 
(





03 --r~----------~------------1 h 'J) (254· nrn) ~~ ii. Ro>combinat.ion : 
L + M or S 3 
0( 2-o2) (1. Deactivation) ~ O( 2 P.2) 
1l+s 
(3. Abstraction) : (S-X) + xo (4. Elimipation) (SO-Y) + y • 
so 
.Reactions i .. , 1., arid ii. constitute a cycle in which o3. 
molectiles trapped in matrix sites are first photolYzed to 
give excited state oxygen Q( 10) atoms and molecular oxygen, 
and then by subsequent reactions are reqene-rated in those 
sites~ A substantial. number of the o(lo) atoms are deacti-
vated to the ground state o(3P) by energy dissipation through 
the matrix.. However, O( 3P) atoms can react very efficiently 
right in the cage with mo,l,eQU.lar oxygen to reform o3 thus 
prtividing a rnech~nism for maintaining a :Jteady state concen-
tration ;ef o(1o) in the m·atrix. But the photodissociation 







in addition to their electronic exeitational energy, hence 
they tend to migrate through the $O~:id matrix until they 
encoun.ter ,substrate molecules, s, ttith whieh they might 
react to produce a collision·al complex (reaction 2.). 
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Wl'le%1 sueh a spec:iE!s, [soJ*., is .formed between a substrate 
molecule and the excited oxygen atom. it will be metastable 
because of the exeess energy of the. oxy9en atom. It m~y 
unde~go one ·o.f four possibl-e processes, the relative pro-
bability of ·which Ultimately determine the course of the reac-
tion. First, of course, it may simply fall apart, giving 
back the o{1Dl atom and unreacted substrate.. Bl.lt more 
importantly, it may either be deactivated to proauc.e some 
sor'f;. of addition product so (reaction s.), or it may underqo 
frilgmentation. of whieh there aie t-wo major categories. In 
abstraction (reaetion 3.) the oxygen atom r.emoves some 
leaving. group X f~om the substrate. forming an xo mo~ecule, 
and leaving behind a species consisting of the substrate-
mo.lecule rrlinus the leavi,.riq groupi (S•X). In eliminat.ion 
(reaction 4.) the- oxygen atom remains bonded to the sub-
str.ate 'ITIOlecule, bUt some other leavi119' group Y is eject~, 
giving a product species consi.stin.g of the substrate. plus 
oxygen rninus ·the leaVing group, (SO-Y). As examples o·f 
fragmentation o~ botll kinds, i.t has been observ~ by J.ones 
and Taube40 that O( 1o) reacts with carbonyl sulfide, ocs, 















The isotopic course of the abt:Jtraction reaction confirms 
that this is a true abstr.action: 
( 12) * ocs + + so 
On the other hand; tWo different modes of el.imination are 




1D) .. coc 3:z:> + S2(3A) 
j 
O.CS( %) + s{ 3o) 
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It is interesting to compare. these .results with what is found 
in the reaction of O( 1o) w-ith the homologous co 2• Her.e l.t 
has been observed by a nurnhar of laboratories33- 36 that the 
collisional encounter complex can be stabilized to forrn an 
adduct , providinq an illustration of reaction 5. : 
{14} + 
Arguments .proposed to account for ~e diff.erent course of 
the reaction of co2 and 0( 
1o) from that of cs2 or ocs recOg.-
nize the fact t:hat in the latter cases, the formation of the 
ari~logous adducts ocs 2 or o2cs would be very exothermic,. 
hence requiring a large number of collisions to thermalize 
the prodUct. Al$o, since sulfur is a heavj.er. atom than O, 
spin-orbit i;nteractions rnay considerably reduce the spin-
£orbidden charaet~r of -a transition to a dissociative triplet 
state. Thus it is proposed th.at Jf~ther than deactivate the 
encounter ~mple:x to an oxygen adduct , as in the formation . . 








which is thermodynarnl.cally even more exothermic than the 
spin-conserved path# is the predominant process. 
Several othe~ collisional complexes have been stabi.lizeo 
in ·matr.ices to produce molecular products. These include 
adducts o£ the diatomics N2•
30 c1 2 •·
31 and FCl;, 3 ·2 triatomics 
s ch a NO JO SO 3 ? d ,..., o31 . d h .. . ' · 3? u s .· 2 , 2 an ....... 2 · _i an t e· tetraatom1.c so3 • 
structural studies of the co3 and so4 adducts
33 ' 35 .. 37 b~sec:i 
on details of their infrared spectra show an intE!resting 
feature: a thre~membered r.ing o.f two oxygen .atoms. and the 
central atom: 
The possibility that excited oxygen atorns might react with 
c=o bonds in a gener:al way by forming a three membered ring 
in the adduct led to a study in thes.e laboratories of the re-
action between ot1n) and hexa:fluoroacetone. It was known 
. . . 1 . 
that carbonyl fluorl.de, O•CF2 • and o( 0} do not form an 
adduct, SO while it bas already· been mentioned tha:t o=c=o 
and o(1n.) do. P.eJCafluoroacetone was t:hought to p-erhaps be 
of sufficiently interme(liate $tructur~ to help dQfine th.e 
limits of .adduction. The possibility existed that an analo-
gous t.ilree membered :ring might be formed: 
Sl 












Rather. the products observed and the tirne sequence in which 
they were produceq· suggested that the primary reaction invo.l ved 





Q F c ... c-o-cF 3 3 
'The trifluroromethyl trifluoroacetate. was then photolyzed 





h~ Q 9. 
----~---~~- F3c-c-F + F-C-F 
A further photolysis of trifluoroacetyl fluorid·e was .proposed, 
but is the aubject of further inv~stigation. Most signifi-
cantly, however, is the fact that this represents a second 
important clas.s of reactions of o( 1o) with ~bstrate moleculesL 
Insertion of oxygen atoms into cevalent bonds has been ob-
served in other sy$tems studi.ed in low temperature matrices. 
In one of the classi.c _applications of matrix isolation spec-
troscopy SchwagQr and Arke1139 observed' the infrared spectra 
o·f HOBr and HOCl produced in argon matrices at 4 K by photo-
lyses of HX/o
3 
mixtures. These spectra clearly indicated 
direct insertion of· the oxygen atom into the H .. X bonds, 
since no HO r .adical.s were observed in the inf.rared spectra. 
In another study miJCtures of cl-Cl-0 and o3 in argon at 16 1< 
wE!r-E! photolyzed, proclueing new bands in· the infrared spectra 
of the samples attributed to the species Cl=o-cl.-=0. It 
sl16uld be pointed out, however; that in both of these examples 
one cannot rule out the poss.ibility that the oxygen .atoms 
involved may bave·been ground state o( 3P) rather than excited 
state o( 1DJ species. 
A. LOW TEMPERATURE DEWAR 
These matrix isol.ation studies were conducted u~ring ~ 
modified liquid helium dewar manufactured by Andonian 
A~socia,tes (Wa:J.tharn,-MA). The .dewar consists of a three 
liter Modul.at: Liquid Helium Body (model number ·MHo-3L•l5NL 
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an Optical Tail Sectum ( mod~l numher o-.~0-300-SP) • and acces-
sories. The desi:gn is shown in Figure 1. It CQnsists of 
three· concentric res~rvoirs (labeled F# G and. i).. The inner-
most reservoir" is a heat exchanger eoolant chamber: t!'le 
outer two chambers are coolant rel!er'voirs. In our experiment8 
liquid nitrogen was poured 1nto ·l:x:>th coolant reserwir:s: 
by stoJ?pering the filling port .of the inner nitrogen reservoir 
all.d pUmping on the vent, nitrogen in the reservoir can be 
solidifie<l, thus givinq lower sample plate operating temper-
atures in the ranqe of 65 K. The heat ex<,::hange coolant 
chamber was conneeted with a glass line to a source of oxygen 
gas during th~ filling procedure, al.lowinq oxyq.en to liqui.fy 
in the chamber. Wben oxy'gen ceased to ~iquify, the: chamber 
was .isolated from the source leaving a::s the only vent a vert-
ical, 80 em capillary tube the. base. of which was· immt,;rse-<3 i~ 
a reservoir of rnereury. This prevented atmosphet:ic gases from 
backing up into the heat e.w:chanqer. and it alsO provided a 
barometer quali tativel~ sepsi ti ve to the temperature of th¢ 
sample plate support 5 yetem by measuring variation~ in the 











A• Ex¢harige gas JX)rt 
B• Nitrogen fill 
CJ Helium 1"111 and vent 
Dt Nitrogen vent 
Es Dewar body outer 
shell. 
Fa· Nit:rogen reservolr 
Ga Helium well 
Ra Vacuum insulation 
Ir 'Exchange gas cha.m~er 
.Jt EXtended area heat 
exchanger 
K1 Outer shell 
:r.s l{i~rogeri temperature 
radiation shield 
Ms· Col.d .t"i.riger-sample. 
mo·utrtirtg plati"orm 
Ns Demountable window 
OJ Sample t~mperatu.re 
radi~tion shield 
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111he cl.ear v. iew.· · of the Dewar Fig4.. l I . • 




The four vindovs of the tail se. ct.ion 1· ·'-e· t. ""•3· 0 .. a · ~ • 1 5 , 
180° and 230° 1 · ·~e .ative to ·the ~ntrance window for the infrated 
analyzing b8Cl!ll• "This is shown in Figure 2. 'l'he colinear 
JX>r'ts4 fitted with KBr windows, are aligned with the 'KBX' 
aample plate pr~vidi.ng a transparent. path normal to ~nd pass-
ing through the sampl-e for infrared analysis of the ~~mple 
deposit before, during ar1d after photolysis. qne of the 
~rts ·at 45° to a line through the c::Olinear windows contains 
a qu·artz window to transmit the ultraviole.t photolyzing beam., 
while the second p>rt is fit:ted with a plate with a glass tube 
r'il'lg-sealed in tbe center. .Gaseous samples were impinged on 
the previously cooled XBr sample supP<>:rt through this tube. 
B• VAC'OUM. SYSTEMS 
'l"wo vac\:lurn· lin_es were used throuqho.ut these experiments: 
one consisting o·f the dewar and the sample injection system, 
and the other consisting of a r~aetant storatJe and sample pre-
paration system. Bo.th are all-glass I mercury :er-ee line~ con-
neet.:KI to rough purnp _preeeeded ~Y two traps, ohe containing 
molecular sieve; Lind~ 13X, and the other cont-a,ining liquid 
nitrogf!rl,. Both lines vere pumped by three-stage diffusion 
pumps containi::.lg Dow-corning 704 Silicone Diffusion Pump Oil. 
Th.e gas sample injection system was construc1:.ed o.f grease-
le~s stopcoe.ks. The pressure in the dewar ~uld be monitored 
by a ·thermo •. :ouple gauge. On the sample prepara~ion lioe 1 
ground joints and stopcocks that came into .contact with ozone 
In the rest 
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Figure 2. Top view o£ the Optical. Tail se·c;tiori 
The. lettered :Portions designflte the fo.llowing: 
A- a potassi um bromide \Iindow for transmission of 
the infrared spectrophotometer analyzi ng beam 
B- a qu'artz window for photolysis 
c- the gas inlet 
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Ga!l samples were prepared by expanding reactant gases 
into an isolated ,ca.l.i~ratedvolume from storage bulbs attached 
to the vacuum ~ine. The pressure in the calibrated volume vas 
determined using, a quartz spiral~ null manome.ter manufactutt!d 
by T.eleas Instrumen.ts. The manometer range was 0 to 850 tort. 
The gases were frozen at 77 K into 1-liter sample 'Qull:>s. 
Once isolated in the samp:le bulb, the stopcock was closed and 
the s .ample al.lowed to vaporize. •rt\e satnple was then frozen 
again. pumped on until line pres·s\lre was again achieved, 
isolated and warmed. This cycle was generally repeated .twice, 
both to mi~ the reaetants and to remove any lnOlecular oxygen 
in the sample, sir1ce the presence of oxygen apjl(!ared to 
contribut-e to diff.iculties in aChieving good sample deposits. 
Sample bul.bs were 1:hen transferred to the injection manifold 
at room temperature. Samples were al"Ways warmed b~tore trans-
fer ~cause on several · occasions, the sample mi~tur.e exploded 
during warming. 
C.: REAGl!:NTS (P.REPARATION M.'"D/OR SOURCE) 
• 
1. Freons 11, 12 and 13 {CFCl
3
, CF2cl2 and CF3Cl): 
ornese reactants were all Matheson research grade 
chemicals. purity 99 .. 0% or better. The compounds 
were f~rther purified by filli:ng pyrex transfer 
bulbs, freezin9 at 77 K and pumping on the vacuum 
line to manifold pressurei and then distilling into 
storage bulbs attached to the line. storage bUlbs 
were of pyrex and constructed with grease-free 















Matrix Gases (N2o, co2 _ xe and S.F 6 ) .: 
Matheson or Airco research grade gases were distill-
ed from filled transfer bulbs or from pyrex shipPing 
bulbs with a breakseal into pyrex s ·tarage bulbs on 
the vacuum manifold • 
18 
02: 
Oxygen-18 labelled gan was obtainedxrom Yeda Research 
and Development Co., LTD. th;tough :Miles Laboratories 
.lnc., Elkhart, IN.. Two different sampl~s were used. 
In ·the fi:rstf the isotopic composition was 0.394 atom 
~7 . . . 18 
percent ·o. 91.475 atom percent o; in the second 
sample isotopi,c composition was 0.176 atom percent 
17o and 99.08 atom percent 18o .. 
1603 and 180 : 
3 
Both normal and oxy:gen-18 labelled ozone was pre-
pared by the silent electric discharge of molecular 
oxygen immersed in liquid nitrogen. The di~eharge 
apparatus , was att,ached to the manifold of the 
vacuum line adj·acent to the sample preparation 
section. 'rtle prepared ozone :was distilled, condensed 
-4 
and fr~eze-,Pumped at 77 I< to a pre~sure of 10 · 
torr or less to remove as m1,1.ch of the remaining 
o
2 

















Th~ ozonizer app· a.ratu.s is sho.__ ·.l.· n F·l.· gure 3. ...... Its es-senti,al 
f ·eatures have been des~ribed by Jones. 52. In order to remave 
the. remaining molecular o-vvtTen. in the 0 .... one-o'V'\:Y.·.gen · ·· t . · -'•'"::! .... ·-~ m1x \lre. 
f.reeza-pwnping is :necessary. The ozone was used imrned.iately 
after preparation sinee it slowly decomposes in t})e gas phase 
back to moleeul,ar oxygen. 
E. SPECTROPHOTOMETElU 
A Perkin-Elmer Model 4-57 ·gr~ting spectropho.tometer(No 457A-
0006: Serial .NQ. 22711) was used for the matrix isolation infra·· 
red studies. A reference beam attenuator was no·rmally used 
to heip balartce the light loss from the dewar in the sample 
beam. The spectrophotometer was mounted on rollers in parallel 
tracks so that it could be pos.itioned either with the dewar 
tail section coincident vith the. analyzing beam, or rolled 
baek to expose the tail section. Spectra were calibrated 
against the. spectrum of the atmosphere obtained vith the 
Internal Calibra~ion moqe of tb.e spectropbotometer; whicp 
off$ets the electrical balance and causes the instrument to 
operate in a pseudo-singl.e beam condition. 
F. PHOTOLYSIS LAMPS:-
A G. E. 400 watt mediurn pressure mercrury arc was used 
· f · t The ar;. ...,as. mounted in a container l.Il most o our expervnen s. ...... ,. 
· · _. d 'tt 46 In order to similar to that described by Cal·.re.J,;. an P.1 S :• . · . . · 
aehie"Ve t~~ufficient cqoling, ai) ~ir flow through the jacket ·was 
FIGURE 3. 
a. ozonizer 
A. o2 gas. inlet connected to vacuum line 
B. Gap between inner and 
outer walls 
c. Cold Finger 
o. Phosphorbronze plates, 
conne~c:ted to 5 I<V, 60 Hz 
trans£ormer 
E. Aq coating_, on inside of 
inner column and on outside 
of outer column 
b. Gas Phase Photo-reaction Vessel 
A. QUartz tube 
B. QUa·rtz .... to-pyrex graded s.eal 
c. Pyrex tube 
D. Greaseless stopcock 


















provided. Anosram low pr-essure- mercury arc wa~ al:5.o used. 
p~rti:cularly in the early phases ()f photolysis, }:)ecause it 
i ·s very ef.ficient at 254 nrn for photO-lysis of ozone. For 
some ga.s phase photolyses, a cireula;- Ultra-Viol~t Pro.duct·s 
low pressure mercury arc, #50053, was l)sed ,becau:se its shape 
allowed the sc;ample to be enveloped in the so\l,rce. 
G. FILTERS: 
A 1-cm pyrex plate ·filter was used in some of our exper-
imepts-. 'l'h:is filter absorbs all light with wavelengthsless 
t.han 300 nm. A tW!;; compartment filter consisting of a 10-cm 
pathleng.th of a saturated solution of eoso4 •7a.2o ai}d Niso4 •6u2o 
and a 2-cm pathlength of c1
2 
gas. at atmospheticpressure, 
Which isolated the range around 266 nm .. was als.o used. 
Preparation of this f ·il:ter is des.cribed in cal.vert and Pit·ts. 
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H.. . SAMPLE· DEPOSITION:. 
Sampl~s ·· lli1ex;e basically of two kinds: in ona series of 
stUclies miJC"tures of ozone in neat .Freons were studied, while 
in remaininq series approximatel.y equ~l ~unts of ozone and 
Freons we;re mixed with matrix gases in ratio ranging from 
approximately 10 : 1 to 100 : 1. The gas samples were expanded 
into an isolated section of t:he. injection line, isolated frOm 
the. sample bulb, and tben injected into the dewar tail section& 
In ·the case of the neat mixtures one or two sueh bursts gen-
erally provided .a sufficiently large sample. In the c:ase of 
the matrix tnixtu.res, .however, from 10 to 30 bursts were 

















more effective than a sihgl,e large burst because loeal.:i.~4!d 
heat-:ing of. the sample plate, on injection occurred in the 
latter ease resultinq in a migration o( ozone .from the sample 
plate to the colder. metallic frame aro~d it. al:So, samples 
prepared in this manner wer~ less likely tO be crystallized 
and subject to extensive scatter~nq o:f the infrared beam, 
particularly a~ the hiqh :frequency end (above 2000 on -l) , 
neat mi.,ctures of ozone. in Freon 13 were particular,ly difficult 
to prepare. apparently bec:ause of the low melting poi.nt of 
cF3.cl.. and a satisfactory run was never achieved in thi$ 
ease. Similarly·,. swnplee in a Xe. matrix proved to b,e very 
unstable with respect to migration of ozone Otlt of the matrix, 
probably to the outer metal support frame, thus long term 
photolyses were not possible'. $inee the duration of our 
photolyses was typical.ly several days. this was a significant 
drawback. 
I • ()AS PHASE PHOTOSXNTJ!~SI·s .REACTl:ONS: 
:Reactions of the chlorofluoromethanes with o
3 
or 18o3 
in the gas phase were attempted in order to enrich the .samples 
in the carbonyl halides that are the primary products of the 
photolyses. '!be reactant chlorofluoromethane and the ozone 
were eaeh expanded into th~ eali'bra.ted vol~me on the ·vacuum 
line, and fre~ze-pumped into a reaetiph vessel consisting of 
a quartz· tube, sealed at the bottom, and ring-sealed to a 
pyrex tube o·nto which is attached a qrease-l.ess V.itori stopeock 
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nitrogen~ the vessel was sealed and warmeci to room tE!mpf:!rature •. 
The quartz end Qf the. react:iol'l ve-ssel was then placed inside 
a cohce!)trieally _positioned circular low pressure mercury lamp. 
After photolyses for one hour. t:he residual gases were froz:en 
down in liquid nitrogen. and the sample: ves5el. pl(l¢ed back on 
tl'le- vacuum line to reftle:)ve o 2 and any ot~er non-condensables. 
A .new sample of -o
3 
was addf;!d to the :reaction mixtur~e. illnd the 
whole cycle was repeated. Two or three cy<:le·s were generally 





















f (Freon ;!!) 
1. ccl3F + o 3 • Neat ( Spe~trum .1) 
A Inixture of approximately equ~1 anM:)unts of Freon 11 
and ozone was injected into the sample compe1r'bnent in seve-ral 
small bur.sts• The sainple was pho.tolyzed with the medium 
pressure mercury lamp (l-1PML} for a total of 21 ho . urs. 
During the firs.t 11.5 hours of photolysis, new peaks appear-
ed in the inf.rared spectra at 1860, 1835, 1105, 770 and 
665 cm-1 • All of ·thes peaks can be assigned by c;omparison 
to gas phase v.al.ues observed by Nielsen. Burke. Woltz and 
Jones5 :3 to the species carbonyl chlorofluoride, COC!'F. 
During the next four hours of photoly:si-s ther'e ~as snarp 
growth at 2320 and 660 em -l, indicating :the formation of 
. . . . . -~ co
2
, and a weak peak appeared at 1905 em , .suq9e:5ting 
formationof carbonyl flp.orioe, COF 2 •
54 
Since water was 
observed to nave deposited on the sample plate during 
photolysis, it is not possible with this experiment alo:n~ 
to de·finitively rule out a leak or desorption from the walls 
of the dewar as pessible sources of co 2 • However, the fac.t 
. -1 
that the growth of ·the. intensity of tp~ pf:!a~ .:~,t 23~0 em 
during the first ~1.5 hours of photolysis was negligi'ble, 
while i..t increased sharply during the next four hours, 
whereas the absorption due water increased more or less 
unifonnly over ·the same period., su,ggests that carbon dioxide 
was a true-, if la~e, ptoduet of the pho.to1ysis. 


























Nev Infra:Jo;ed Absorption Bands Obse~ved 
in the Photolysis o~ 
CCl F and Ozone 3 .. 
Neat co2 Matrix sF6Matrix Iden,tifi~~tion 
2335(m) 2335 co2 
2025 co3 
1945 1935 COF2 
l90.5(w) l9(J8 1902 C()F2 
188o co 3 
l86b{m} 1860 1.865 COC!F 
1835(ml 1835 1835 COClF 
1275( sh) ? 
1255 1255(br) COF2 
1145 ll40(br) c.cl 2F 2 
1105 flOO(sh) CC12F2 
llOS(sh) 1090 1()95 CbC1F· 
975 masked co 3 + COF 2 
915 ma$ked CCl. 2F2 
885 masked CC1 2F 2 
77b(w) 770 765 COClF + COF 2 
E)~S(w) 660 COClF + co2 
























2. ccl3 E' + o 3 in co2. (Spectrum 2) 
A mixtur:e of approximately equal quanti ties of Freon 11 
and ozone was mixQd with a large exc~s.s of. co
2 
giving a 
matrix. to r~c)ctant ratio of approximately 20 : 1. After 
35 minutes .of photolysis with th-e lo.w pressure mercury 
36 
lamp (LPML), s·trorig peaka appeared at 2045, 1880 and 965 -1 ern • 
These peaks can be assigned to co3 .. After L. 5 hours, 
the co3 pe·aks began to diminish and new ·peaks a-ppeared at 
1860 ,. 1835 and 770 cm~1 , all of which correspond to assign-
ments for COClF. Ozone peaks at 2100 ,. 1045 and 710 cm-1 
diminished rapid1y during the first half hour of photolysis, 
but even after 1.5 hours a small peak "'as still evident at 
1045 cm-1 • The photolysis source was changed to the MPML ,. 
full intensity, and: photolysis was continued for an additional 
20 hours, with several ·effects clearly seen. The peaks at 
2025 and 1880 em -l disappeared, the peak at 1045 c;m~ 1 dis-
appeared, the peaks at 1860, 1835 and 770 crn-1 continued to 
grow, and new peaks appeared at 1945, 1908·, 1275(sh), 1255, 
1145, 1105, 1090 .. 915·, 885, and 625 cm-1 appeared. Appearance 
tim~s and relative- growth rates suggested that .several dif-
ferent species were involved, with th.e peaks at 1860, 1835, 
1090 an -l a -ssigned to species A and appearing firs·t, peaks 
at 1945:. 1908, 1275_, 1255, arid 625 cm-1 as·:5igned to speci~s B, 
and peaks at 1145, 1105, 915 and 885 c:m-1 assigned to species 
c. To determine how the concentrations of tnese species 
varied with the duration of photOlysis, the absorbance, 
log T
0
/T, determined by the baseline method, where T0 is 














wavenumber of the peak,. a quantity thc:it should be propor'-
tional to the concentration of t;he absorbing species, was 
c!Ucul_ated at represent~tive wavenumbers for each of the 
species assumed ·to be present. These included 1045 cm-1 
for o3 , 2045 cm-
1 for co3 , 1835 em •l for species A, 1908 cm-
1 
fo·r species B and 1145 em -l for species- c. The results 
are tabulated in Table 2., and diagranmed :i;n Fi<JUre 4 • 
.. 
They show that the concentration of o3 drops very rapidly, 
and a simultaneous growth of the eoncentrati¢n of cc3 occurs. 
However • the concentrati-on of co 
3 
begins to ' fall off almost 
inmediately, a~d as it does the concentration of species A 
rises to reach a maximiun after 4 hourS:, and then begins to 
fall again... After about 2 hours, but before the concentra-
tion of species A reaches. a maximum, species B begins to 
appear and grows in parallel with species A for .about 2 hou.rs, 
continuing. to increase after species A has ):)egun to decay. 
although at a diminishe<:l rate. It continu.es to increase, 
al·though very slowly, through the conclusion of the experi-
ment. Species c ~ppears about one hour af·ter species B~ 
growing more slowlybut more or less in parallel with B 
through the te~ination of photolysis... From the' position 
of the observed absorptions, species 1\ can 'be identified 
with carbOnyl chlorofluoride, as seen in the neat mixtures. 
The position of the peaks assigned to species B correspond 
closely to gas phase values for carbonyl fluoride. The 






Absorbance Valu.es As a Function of Time. of 
Photol.ysis For cc13F + o 3 in co2 Matrix 
Species 0 · 3 co ' 3 
<a 
F-C-F 
1045 204~ 1835 1908 
0 o •. Jsa 0 0 0 
o.s 0 .• 036 ·0.1.20 0.010 0 
1.5 0 .0.044 0.014 0 
2.5 0 :O.Ol.·6 0.029 0.009 
5.5 0 0.0.0'3 0.029 ().024 
8-.5 0 0 0.026 0.044 
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Figure 4 .• 
Log T.0/T vs~ Time for Photolysis of cc13v + o3 in co2 ~etdx 
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3. CC13F + 0 3 in SF6 
a. ccl3F + ~
6o3 (Spectrum 3) 
A sample of approximately equ,al amounts of cc1
3
F .and 
o3 was mixed with a twenty-fold excess of SF6 • The sample 
was deposited in small bursts., and then photolyzed with the 
i.J?.ML for :30 minutes. New peaks were obs.e~ved at 1865, 1835 
1095(sh). 765 and 660 cm-1 • A disti nctive feature of this 
spectrurnwas the fact that for the t\oio peaks at 1865 and 
-1 
18.35 em the lower energy peak had a greater intensity 
than the higher energy peak. ·This 1olas exactly opposite 
to the results -seen in both the neat mixtures and the co 2 
rnatrix e)cperiments. After 2 hour.s of additional photolysis 
co2 peaks began to appear at 2335 arid 660 cm-
1 • The sample 
was photolyzed for a to·tal of 18.5 hours ,.,ith the LP~lL,. 
with. distinctive growth in thepeaks at 1865, 1835, 1095, 
-1 . ~ d 1 . d th and 765 em • all of wh1.ch. can be ass1-gne - to coc F, an e 
peak at 2335 em ..;.1 , which can be assigned to co 2 • The pP.ak 
at 660 cm-1 can be assigned to both cOClF and co2 • It also 
grew in strongly. Peaks at 209.5 • .1,0.35 and 703 cm-1 assigned 
·to o
3 
all diminished dramatically during this photolys-is, 
although a trace of o
3 
was still evident even after 13.:5 
hour.s., Peaks at 1070 and. 840 em -l, which are .attributable 
to the starting material, ccl
3
F; also diminished distinctly • 
• 









-.- . ·- ·- . -
pyrex filter and a c1 2 ( g) filter;. which has an absorbanc£> 
greater than 2 urt:its for all light of wavelengt:h l.es.l! than 
350 ntn~ Photolysis was continued with these filters for 
nine hour~. l:>ut the spectrum r¢corded at the conclusion 
of the pbo.tolysis sho ... ~. ed that no w chemical changes had taken 
place.. The filters were removed and photo~ysis w-as conti·nued 
with the full intensity of the MP.ML for an additional 38 ... 5 
hours. During this time. new peaks at 1935, 1902 and 635 
-1 
CJII appeared., These can be assigned to COF 2 • Since sF6 
has a sharp peak at 125~ crn-1 ,. it is difficult to detect 
the 1255 em -l peak for coF 2 : however, broad growth unde·r 
the SE'
6 
absorptions was apparent. Bot.h coclF arid coF 2 have 
an absorption at 765 -1 em • Al tbqU,gh the peaks att.ri butabl e 
to coclF all decayed after about iO hours ,, the peak ~t 
765 cm-1 remained at the same intensity through the end 
of the experiment, which is consistent with the sugge.s-tion 
that as COClF as pbotol.yzed away it was: replaced by COF2. 
-1 
At the end of the experiment, a shoulder at 1100 em and 
a very slight feature at 1140 cm-1 were evident., and these 





• A feature at 743 cm-l could not be- assigned. 
. .. - -1 
Under detailed examination, the 1935. 1902 em doublet 
· d · · .b· e aee. rt to exhibit side bands at le45 assl.gne to COF' 2 c -an 
md 1894 cm-1 :, ·these features are very sl i ght in this· experi-
more oi.stinct in other e,q>eti-
ment, but are con~ddera'blY 




reproducible. In order to ascertain the variation in con-
cEmtration of the different products as a function of the 
duration of photolysis- a plot of log To/T vs. time of 
photolysis was. made for o 3 at l035 cm-
1 • cdclF at 1840 -1 em • 
COF 
2 
at 1910 cm·l and co
2 
at 2330 em -l. The plots show 
that while the concentration of o3 drops very rapidly in the 
·first hour o·f photolysis, a small residual concentration 
remained even after a full day • The concentration of COClF 
ris~s sharply as o3 decays. But after 10 bo11rs of photolysis 
the concentration o# CO.ClF begins to fall off. The plot 
makes it very clear. that CO2 begi·ns app~aring almost im-
mediately after the Photolysis begins, and continues to 
grow throughout the experiment. After a delay of about 
15 hours, and rot1ghly coincident with th.e drop in the con-
centr~tion of COClF, the growth curve of .coF2 begins to 
appear. From th.e ~rve it is apparent that CQF2 appears 






A sample of +8o
3 
vas prepared by silent elect:.ri·c dis-
18 18 charge through a sainple of · o 2 • The o 3 was expanded 
into t}:le calfbrated volume on the vacuum line, and freeze-
pumped in.to the sample bulb, along with ccl3.F and SF 6 in 
the ratio CC1
3
F = 1, 18o
3 
= 2.56 and SF 6 = 66.. 7,. Photolysis 
was begun with the LPML and continued for 6.5 hours, after 
which the source was changed to the MPML and contirtu~ for 
12.,5 afiditional. hour.s. The new peaks observed during this 












Absor]:;>anqe Values As a Functi6~ of Time o.f 







F-C-F co . 2 
1035 18.40 l.910 2.336 
6 0 .. 327 0 0 0 
0.5 0.117 .0 .. 045 0 0 
2 0.018 o.oe9 0 o.oos 
6 o.Oo7 0.106 0 0 .. 015 
18.5 0~004 o .• lll o •. oos 0.050 
31..5 0 0.086 0.-010 0.074 
40 0 0.074 <5...014 0.1 53 
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summary ,of spectral Fea~u.te:!!l Observed in 
Photolysis of cc13F + 1Bo 3 in SF 6 
New Peciks At 






Changes Observed B~tween 
19 Hours .and 5:3.5 Hours 








co ,, 2 









1870 1870 COCl.f + c18ot2 
1840 1840 ¢o¢lF 
1820 1820 c18oclF 
1805 1805 c
18oclF 
1105(sh) 1105 CC1 2F 2 
1095 1095 COClF 
8.25 825 ? 
770 ? COClF + COF 2 
7S5 755 
c18oclF 
665 665 cp2 + COClf 
640 640 COF2 
.. 
J 
• • ~ i. 
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r 
l 
broad decay in the. region bct:ween 1250 on-1 and 1350 cm- 1 
which cannot be. explained. Also, two shoulders on a strong 
SF6 absorption at 1025 and 1020 em -l, which can be as·signed 
to labeled ozone speci.es, photolyzed away, ;md the cc1
3
F 
peaks at 1075 and 850 em -l were somewhat diminished. Photo-
lysis was continued for an addit.ional 47 hours with the full 
intensity of theMPML. During this photolysis several 
peaks increased in intensity while several others decreased. 
By comparin9 changes in the intensitie-s of the peaks and 
by making reasonable estimates of the isotopic shifts ex-
pected when substituting 18o for 16o, the various peaks 
were assigned to species observed in other photolyses. 
Some complications in interpreting the spectra were pro-
vided by wha·t appears to be broad growth in the background 
in the region above the 109 5. cm-1 pe~k assigned to coclF 
during the first 19 hours of photolysis. It can be seen 
that the. baseline moves down by 10 - 15 percent tr.ansmittanc-e 
as the 1.095 cm-1 peak grows in. However, it is difficult 
to say if any fine structure other tha:n that in the original 
$·ample can be seen. on the other hand, during the remaining 
47 hours of photolysi.s~. as the 1095 cm-1 peak decays, the 
background drops back by 3 - 4 percent transmittance, and 





.. The other region that is difficult to interpret 
is that between 800 and 730 cm-1 , where it again appears 
• 






continues throughout the enti:re experiment. Feature·~ at 
770 anQ 755 on -l appear tp grow in betw-een ~a¢kground 
features .at 800, 780 and 745 em-~~ Compli.cating the inter-
pretation of tbis region is t,he fact that the peak at 770 
em -:ool is probably due to bOth coclF., which. comes up early 
in the photolysis ~d then decays back. and coF
2
• "'hich 
appear·s after .CO.C1F. Thl,J.s tlle intensity changes relatively 
little dur±ng the l.ilst 47 hours of photolysi~h eveJ'l though 
the peak at 755 em -l develops an i11tensi·ty of about 9 % 
transmittance below the baselinedurin<J the first 19 hour:$, 
and drops bac)t to about i -~ during the ~emaining 47 hour$. 
On thai: pas:ls it is assigned t9 t}le i~qtopic.ally l.ab.eled 
18 . c OClF, which would not absorb at the same position .as 
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I 
( Spectrum $) 
When photolyzing mixtures. of ozona and nitrous oxide at 20 K. 







N2o5 • The former three were the on1y ones present in detectable 
quantitie8 when o 3 in an N,2o matrix was photo-1yzed. In our experi,-
ments, new features appeared at 1765("-)" 1745(s), 13lO{w,sh), 1265{s), 
1~50( sh), 750(m) an<i 7.35 cm-1 (m). These feat~res are consistent 




(1768 em , 




(1767 1 1743, 1260, 810 and 730 









87 expectea ·product at high concentration of N20, rather than NO. 
The formation o'f N0
2 
is in sonte doubt because, of the expected peaks 
(1624, 1310, 750 crn~1 )~8 • 30 the highest was not observed; on the. 
.other hand, no other expected product has a band in the- vicinity of 
1310 em -l. Most siqnifi.cant, however, was the ·fact that no products 
of reactions of o( 1Dl with t}le ccl3F were observed, thus z:-eod.ering 
the matrix material unsuitable for studying thes-e reactions. 
TABLE 5. 
}\ssignmeQts of New F:eatur.es Observed in Spectra 













































A mixture of cc13F and a slight excess of o3 was prepared 
in the quart2 photocell used for gas phase photosynthesis. 
49 
The reactants were photoly~ed with the circular LPML for one 
hour, the products frozen down at 77 K and pumped on to remove 
lttolecul.ar oxygen arid non-condensable products, and more o3 
was added. T'WO additional one hour photolyses following 
a similar procedure were carried out before a sample of 
18o3 was prepared and freeze•pu.mpe(l .into the react.;.,on vessel. 
After warming the mixture consisting of the .reaction pro-
ducts and 18o3 , the mixture was transferred to the dewar 
vacuum line, and injected onto the sample plate in the 
dewar, cooled to solid nitrogen temperature. A spectrum 
was taken of· the sample + 18o mixture, and the .results 
3 
are summarized in Table 5. Literature sources report 
that the major product ·of the gas phase photolysi.s o .f ccl3F 
and o
3 
is COClF. so it was hoped that the concentration of 
coclF \rould be significant in proportion to th.E:l starting 
rnater.i,a-1. In addition, bo.t;.h literature reports and our 
own studies suggested that co
2 
is a secondary product, and 
it was expected that some co2 might be observed. In the 
spectrum~ a major peak was observed at 1070 cm- 1 with a 
side band at 1040 cm-1 • and a second very s .trong peak was 
found at 845 cm-1 , with side bands at 815 and 805 cm-1 • 
These peaks match those of neat samples of ccl3F. Two 























the former wit;h an absorbance of 0.41 and the latter with 
an absorbance o.f 0 .86. These peaks ar·e characteris-tic o:f 
COClF. In addition, peaks at 2240, 1100, 775 and 665 cm- 1 
are all close to those reported ·for COClF in the gas phase. 
A triplet of peaks at 2340, 2320 and 2310 em -l, and another 
triplet .o,f peaks at 665, 660 and 655 cm-1 both suggest 
that all three i :sotopicall.y substituted carbon <lioxi,~e 





were present in tbe original sample.. A complicated pat~ 
tern of strong peaks at 1030, 10 20, 1010, 990 and 980 ern -l 
can be assigned to isotopicall_y 8uhsti tuted ozone molecules, 
alo.J}g with a pair of weaker peaks at 2020 and 1980 -1 em , 
both by comparison with li·ter·ature assignments and by the 
fact that they were all photolyzed away during the subse-
quent photolysis with the MPML. tinally, weak, peaks at 
1940 and 1905 cm-1 , c:oincident with tho·se observed in 
other eXperiments for COF 2 , confirm that a small amount 
of this produc;!t was formed during the gas phase photolysis. 
·The solid phase mixture of r .eaction ProdUcts and labeled 
ozone was photolyzed on the dewar sample plate for 15 hours 
with the -full intensity of the MPML. The results are summa-
rized in Table 5. All of the peaks asf$igned to o3 were 
totally ~l.iminated, All three co 2 peaks came up, but the 
peak at 2320 ~-1 i ncreased in rel·ative intensity to a far 
. .·. .. . -1 
9reater e;,(tent than. the peaks at 2:340 and 2310 C'TI The 
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COF 2 + C*OF2 
C*OF 2 
.COClF 




+ C*OF 2 -
CC1£E2 














OOClF + co 2 . 
*OCO 





both decreased, but the higher energy peak lost more 
in intensity than the lower energy peak, and a new peak. 
appeared at 1800 cm-1 • The peak at 1905 em ~1 assigned to 
COF2 grew significantly, and a smaller peak appeared at the 
expected position of 1940 em -l. A sm.aller shoulder at 
1875 em -
1 
was quite evident. In addition,. a broad p~ak 
centered at 1265 cm-1 , a residual peak l .eft at g·ao em -l 
when the o~one peaks fell back, a pe~l,t a .t 775 an-1 and 
v.ery ~eak . peaks at 630 and 600 cm-1 ·can be taken as proof 
. 18 that the concentration of COF 2 or c · · OF 2 had increas.ed. 
:At aro.und 1100 cm-1 , a strong peak at 1100 cm .. 1 with a 
small shoulder at 1095 c:m-1 , decreased to leave two shoulders 
at the same positions,. reversed in intensities;. overlays 
of the spectrum of ccl
2
F 2 with that of the final product 
show a mat«::h betlfeen the shoulder at 1100 em -l, another 
at 114.0 em - 1 , and two weak but definite peaks at 920 and 
890 cni-1 Results in the envelope of peaks· in the region 
76() to 7'80 em - 1 are .somewhat complex, with the peak at 
775 crri ... 1 drOPPing back slightly and broadening, and a side 
·- 1 The st-.ong peak at 665 ~-l band appearing at 760 em · •.. ..... ..... ... 
<Jrew. and side bands at 660 and 655 cm-1 both increased, 
partipularly the £ormer. Since this i.s the region of co 2 
absorption, thes.e results are consi st.erit with ~hat; ()ccurred 


















1. ccl 2F 2 + o3 ., Neat (Spectrum 7) 
A samp e consisting of approximately equal quantities 
of Freon 12 and ozone was deposited in one larg~ burs-t. 
The ozone co.p.centration in the sample depesit was quite 
high, and gave an excellent spectrum, wit.h pe~ks at 2100, 
1045 and 720 cm-
1
• The sample was photolyzed with the 
t-1Pr-tL arid a 265 nm filt-er. Within the firs-t hour of photo-
lysis theozone peaks gradually disappeared. In addition, 
three very small peaks at ~020, 2220 and 1730 cm-1 all 
disappear.ad.. After ail initial 15 minute delay, n~w ·peaks 
began to appear at around 1905 cm-1 and 1240 - 1280 cm-1 
(broacH. After a total of five hours of photo.lysis the new 
pei;lks resolved into a medium intensity pea~ at 1905 cm-1 
'With a small side band at 1.960 cm-1 ' a broad peak with 
-1 possible fine structure at 1280 and 1265 em ., ~od two 
weak peaks at 770 and 625 - ·1 em· • Al~ of these peaks match 
assignments for coF2 • No ·evidence of any growth in the 
region of 2320 cm-1 indicated absence of any co2 format i on, 










A: sample o:f Freon 12 and ozone in a large excess of 
co
2 
was prepared and deposited. The sample was fi·rst photo-
lyzed for 15 minutes wi.th a 266 nm filter, however, th@re 
was very little c'tJ.ange in the sample depos.it. so the source 
• 



























photolysis. peaks appeared at 2040, 16$0 and 975( :sh) em ... 1 
that ~an be assigned to co3 • In addition, a small peak at 
1910 em -l indicated the expected format.ion of COF 2• After 
a total of 30 minutes o~ photolysis. al.l co,3 peaks vere 
up sharply, and acditional peaks at 125S(br) and 1950 c:m-1 
assignable to COF2 had appeared. With .additional photolysis 
the col peaks we:r;e all diminished, but .peaks assiqned to 
COF 
2 
increas.ed sharply. By the end of a total of 16 hou,.-s 
of f)hotolysis with the LPML and 23 ... 5 hours vitb the I'tPML, 
the new product peaks appe-aring in the spect:t;a shoved some 
fine structure. In the carl:onyl stretching region, there 
were four clearly de~ined peaks. with absorbance shown in 
the following table. 
'l'ABI,;E 7 .• 






In the 1200 - ).'300 em region, in addition ·to tlle broad 
peak at 1255 cm-1 , there was a clear shoul¢ier at 1295 crri-l 
and a possi~le shoulder at 1240 cm-1 • There also appeared 




at 973, 771, 630 and 595 em A plot 
of log T
0
/T v~. time shows that col was the early product 













Al:>so,rbance Values As a FunctJ...on of Time of 
Photolysis for ccl
4
F 2 + o3 in co2 Matr.ix 
Species 03 co3 COF 2 
10-35 2040 1.905 
0 0.342 0 0 
0.25 o.oso 0.048 0.0.1;0 
0.50 Q.036 0.087 0.030 
4.5 0 o •. o-l l (,}.068 
16 0 0 o.oss 
55 
tl 
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quickly, to be replaced by COF 
2
• AlthQugh it was not 
possible to d,etect the formati<;>fi of co 
2
. in this exper.i• 
--i ment, the peak .at 12l.O em does su<;gest the formation 
of CF 3CJ. in the l.ate phases of photolysis. 
3. Ccl2F 2 + o 3 in SF6 Mat;;ri.x 
a. ccl2F 2 + 
16o 3 (Spectra 9.a and 9b) 
A scmap1e of Freon 12 and ozone in sF6 ( 1 : 2 : 75) 
was prepared and' deposited in a large number of small 
bursts. The sample was _photolyzed with the LPML initially, 
and after 20.5 hours the source \fas changed to the MPML. 
The experiment was terminated after 69. hours of photolysis 
with the- latter source (89.5 total hours qf photolysis) .. 
In addition to loss of ozone, the first striking change to 
occur was the growth of a sharp spike at i. 240 cm-1 • which 
does not corresp()nd to any species expected by analogy 
to the previous series of .eJ<periments with Freon 11. In 
.· .. -1 
addition, peaks at 1960, 1940, 1905• 1285, 770 and 635 em 
began to c;rrow virtuallY from the start of pho.t;o1ysis., in-
dieating irtm'lediate forma-tion· of coF2 • The region betwe.en 
1200 and 1300 cm-1 was diffictilt to. interpret since SF6 
has a strong absorption peak at 1255 em - 1 .• with a sm.all side 
band at 1275 cm-1 • The SF6 peak at 1255 cm ... l grew steadily1 
-1 a cl:ear, sharp spike grew in at 1285 em · ; and the peak at 
124.0 cm-l was completel.y unobs.cured.. A plot of log T0 /T 
vs. time for the peaks at 1905 al}d 1285 cm-1 showed virtually· 
the same growth patterns, suggesting that they were quite 

















possibly du.e to the same species. COF 
2
., However, the 
P~ak .a. t. · 1240 em - 1 showed a .very··. different grovth patt~rn. 
By 9 hours of pho·tolysis.- peaks at 2340 and 660 C!'Tl-l }?egan 
to appear showing the formation of co
2
• :ElY ·20. 5 hours of 
photolysis.. a peak began to grow in at 1210 C'l"'l-l Over-· 
layin9 the spectra with those of cclF
3
, Freon 13 ,. showed 
a correspondence;· other ·peaks · of CC1F
3 
are .masked by 
other species in the s .ample, making it impossible to obtain 
additional V(:!rification of the identity of the species 
c:orrespond.!ng to this peak. The rE'9ion between 1900 and 
2000 cm-
1 
also offered some puzzl.ing features . In the 
ear1y phas¢s of photolysis, three peaks appeared, with 
absorbances shown in the following table. In th~: later 
sta9.es, th.e same peaks .remained, .but the peale. a:t 1960 .em -l 
had grown, \lh1le the peak at 1940 cm-1 had actQa1ly f ·al1en 
back. 
TABLE 9. 
carbonyl Stretching Bands in. the 
PhQtolysis of CC1
2
F2 + o 3 i n SF6 
\)(em -1) 9 Hours 8'9.5 ·Hours 
log T0/T Ratio to 1905 log T0 /T Ratio to 
1960 0 .. 007 0.077 0.027' 0.103 
1940 0.046 0.505 0.032 0 ., 1 22 
1905 0.091 ----- o. 262 ..,..._. ___ 
h ak t 19·40 cm-
1 ; s so. 5'~ of the absorbance at Thus, t e pe a • 
-1 
190.5 em -l after 9 hours, but is only 12 .. 2%. of the 1905. em 





















growth patterns for the various "spec-J::es observed in the 
product spectra •. a p~ot of log T
0
/T vs. time of photolysis 
wa's prepared, and the results are shown in Table 10. ano 
E:'igure 7. It shows clearly that ozone lasted for more than 
.25 hours o-f photolysis in detectable amounts after an initial 
precipitous decrease in the first CO\lp'le of hours.. '!he 
speci-es corresponding to the peak at 1240 em - 1 was the 
first prod\lct to appear, bUt its concent,rC;l-tiQn decl;'eased 
in the later stages of. the exp~ritr~ent.~ Carbonyl fluoride 
was also prodUced alrno$t im~J~ediately, although not at as 
high a .rate ~s the. ·species absorbing at 1240 em •l. However., 
using the abso:rbances of the peak at .1905 em -l (shown by 
the pqints marked A on the graph), considerable sca.tter 
was observed, with a clear trend difficult to see. This may 
have bQen due t<J effects responsible for the shifting ratios 
of the .peaks in the 1900- 2000 CYri-l rc:giqn described above. 
-1 Therefore. the peak at 770 ern was used in the graph, and 
59 





appeared later in the photolysis·. the !ormer 
some 10 hours before the latter, and both increased in con-
centration steadily through the remaining hqui;'s of photolys·is. 
In contrast to the experiments don~ ·.-1ith Freon 11. this 
e,~eriment shows a clear effect associat.ed with changing 
tne source ~from the low pressure to the medium pressure 
rnercury lamp. Because of the scatter observed in the pre-
vious experiment, and .somewhat unusual patterns observed 
• 
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TABLE 10. 
Absorbance Values AS a Function of Time of 
Photolysis of cc1 2'F2 + o3 in SF 6 t-1atrix 
? COF2 _COF co 2 CClF3 
1038 1240 190~ 755 2340 1.210 
0 •. 43,6 0 0 0 0 0 
0.210 0.010 0·014 O.o006. 0 0 
0.125 o.Q67 o.oJA. 0.020 0 0 
0.030 0 .• 128 .0.083 0.036- Q.OOi 0 
0.011 0.109 0.119 0.041 ().026 0.005 
Q.006 0;.~20 o •. io4 0.046 0.044 o.oo5 
0 .0.127" 0.112 0.053 0;.065 0.010 
0 o .. _llB 0.120 0 ... 054 0.091 0.018 
0 0.067 0.190 0.083 0.097 0.044 
0 o._067 0.1,92 0;.069 () ... 109 0 .• 054 
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in the absorbancevs. time. plot, a second ex~eriment was 
performed with the same reactants. In this sample , the con-
centration of Freon 12 was quite a bit less than in the 
previous experiment. Although this result~ in considerably 
less COF2 as a product, i .t permitted use of th:e J.9.05 em -l 
pea:~ for COF2 in calcula:t.ing the absorbance. Values of 
logT0 /T were <:alculated and plotted as a function of time 1 
as in the p::evious experiment. Th~ resu1t:s are shown i n 
Table 11. and Fi9Ure 8. ':l'he r:esul1;s were quite similar 
to those of tbe first expet'iment. ozone concentration fell 
very rapid.J.:y initially, but slowed considerably wit~ time, 
and actual'ly never reached zero in nearly five ful.l days. 
of canstant photolysis. Again, the first apparent product 
was the species: absorbing at 1240 em -i_, and its concentration 
appeared to decrease with time of photo·lysis after -reaching 
62 
a maximum at about 20 hours, although the apparent decrease 
was somewhat uncertain in view of the scatter in th¢ first 
four points. "The concentration of COF 2 again increased 
rapidly :in the f.irst minut.es of photolysis., but at a decreased 
rate of growth with time. Although there was a small amount 
of co
2 
contami'natin:g the sample ini ti.al:ly 1 the concentration 
clearly :increased with time. Again, the source was changed 
from the LPML to the NPML after 70 hours of photolysis. 
The only obvious change was in the rate of increase of 
concentration of co
2
, a result also observed in the previous 
exper~~ent. 
' ' : ~ ; .. , 
I . 
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Absprbance values As a Function of Time o f 
Photolysis of' Ccl2F2 + o 3 in sF6 Hatrix_ 
Species 03 1 COF2 C02 





0 0.562 0 0 0.042 
o.s 0.336 0.003 o.oos 0.0:30' 
2 o. l 69 0 .. 028 0 •. 017 Q.036 
4 0.111 0.046 0;.017 0.030 
6 0.093 l .. . . . . 0.064 0.022 0.036 
s .. s (). .. 092 o.oa4 0.034 0.049 
22 0.083 0.098 0.046 o.oso 
33 O.o046 0.094 0.046 0.07:8 
45 0.042 0.094 0.053 0.078 
57 0.031 0.090 o.os.7 0 .. 094 
68 0 .. 023 0.091 0.060 0.100 
70 0.031 O.OB6· 0.061 0.094 
72 0.0.31 0.086 0 . 061 0 :.102 
74 0.031 0.086 0~061 0 .. 122 
78 0 .. 023 0.090 0.061 0.134 
91.5 0.02:3 o.+ol 0.062 o.ls4 
101.5. o.ol.5 0.079 0.066 0.1'64 
116 0.011 0.09·2 0 ~ 06~ 0.205 
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b., CC1 2F 2 + 
18o 3 (Spectrum 9c) 








~ in .an 
approximate ratio of i : 3 : 180, vas prepared. deposited, and 
p_hotolyzed for a total of 4.3 hours ~l.·_th th·e · LPML. Th . 1 · t. · ... . e ong _l.me 
for which thE! LPML was u ·sed rather than the MPML, and the excess 
of o~one were both d@signed to minimize the photqly.sis of any 
intermediat-es that might he forming, Ip the carbonyl stretch.,.. 
ing region new peaks appeared at l900(m) and l870.(s) cm-1 , and 
h . be . 18 .· t ese can, _- . assJ.gned to C OF 
2
• I.n the c-F stretching r-egion, 
the. reeul.ts were virtually id@ntical to experiments using un-
labeled ozone, with peak-s at 1285(m) .• 1240(s) and 1210 cm-·l. 
.the lZMl cn\•1 peak is assi.gned to COF 
2
. amd the 1210 cm""1 peak 
to CC1F
3
• In addition, peaks at 770(m) and 640(w.) can be at-




Finally, a strong peak at 2300 em clearly 
indicates that the only car;bon -dioxide being formed vas com-
pletely l~beled, c 18o
2
, proving that carbon dioxide is a final 
product of the oxidation s~ence. 
4. CC1
2
F 2 + o3 ill N2o 
As was the case for photolysis. of ccl3F and o3 iri N2o, 
the only product peaks observed in this experiment were those 
attributable to nitrogen oxides. Thus. it was concluded that 
N
2
o does not provide a sui table matrix for the study of re.actions 
of o( 1o) with tbe chlorofluoromethane. 
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5. Gas Phase ·Reaction of eel F + ·o· 
2 2 3 
16 a. CCl2 F 2 + o3 (Spectrum 10) 
A sample of Freon 12 was mixed with an equal amount 
of 03 in tile quartz reaction vessel. The sam~le mixture 
was then ·photolyzed for one-half hour at room temperature 
with the circu1ar LPML. frozen in liquid nitrogen and pumped 
to remove molecular oxygen. warmed and mi::¢d lolith a second 
quantity of ozone, and the pro~cess repeate-d. After the second 
warming the reaction vessel was placed on line with the 
Andonian dewar. and the product mixture injected int() the 
sample compa.z:.t"!Tierit. Spectra of one burst, three. ·bursts. 
and t}le entire sample were record~. In addition to the 
peaks characteristic of the reactant CC1 2F 2• peaks charac-
teristi:c of COFz and co
2 
were clearly evident. These results 
are summarized in Table ~ 2. The region above 1200 crn-1 
again shows a very l?t:"o!=ld peak at 1260 .;;.. 1280 em - 1 • with 
no evident fine structure. If there i .s ariy species· absorbing 
at 1240 cm-1 , it is vi:ttlla~ly impossible to tell because 
of th.e breadth of the envelope of the COF 2 peak. P.owever I 
a . small peak at 1205 em ... 1 indicated the formation of a 
trace of CClF 
3
.• one unaccounted for feature was the presence 
of a definite, but somewhat broad, peak at 167.5 dn-1 • . :t 
was not observed in an.y prior experiments, but in SF6 the 
matrix has a strong absorption at that position. 
b. CC12F2 + ~803 (Spectrum 11) 
· t de· .,;c·r.l.' b. ed abov.e was r :epeated with a.zop·e The ·experJ.:mei'l ·. ... 
composed o ·f the 180 isotope. The proc·edures were the same 





























TABLE 12 • 
Product P.eaks From the .Gas Phase 






Ratio to 1905 cm-1 






1278(br) 0.187 0.455 
1205 0.013 0.032 
980 0.072 0 .l. 75 
773 0~19,0 0.462 
660(shl 0.084 0.204 
630 0.018 0.044 
595 0.018 0.044 
Assignment 
c6 2 
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as those in th·~ previ.ous experiment. Th~ res.ults are 
summa:rize¢i in Table .13. The reaction was less extensive 
than in the previous experiment. as seen by the lesser 
concentration ot the car'.bonyl fluori~e at1d carlxm dioxide 
products, but. the expected ·proQ.u¢s were clear~y present, 
with allo,.,ances made for isotopic shift·s in the positi~n 
o.f the peaks. 
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TABL:E 13 .. 
Product P~aks . f):om the Gas Phase 
Photoly:u.s- of ccl'2F' 2 ~nd 18ol 
Ratio to 1a~a cm~1 Assignment 
Peak of 18ocF . : 2 
o.o12 0.090 c1JSo 2 
0.031 0.233 lSocl~o 
0 ,.044 
.. 
clao . 6.331 .. 2 




0•1.33 1 c16oF 2 
.0 .. 103 0.:.774 
o.o7s 0.5.'11. Ci~OF 2 
0.09"7 o. 729 c1a¢F2 
•o.o7a 0.586 CC1F3 
0.059 0.444 c16oF., 
·"" 
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' 
c. Chlorotrifluoromethane 
. . ~ CCll=' 3 (Freon .!}) 
1. CC1F3 + o3 , ·Neat 
Experiments with Freen 13 were constantly pl·agued 
by difficulties associated with inabi.lity to hold the 
subst;.tate on the sample plate and with. ncm-rigid matrices. 
This often precl,uded the possibility of pe<r.forrning long 
term photolyses. or '1'\ad.e the interpretation of spectral 
changes problematic. The normal freezing point of chloro• 
trifluorornethane is 92 K. and the sarnple plate temperature 
with pumping on the liqui·d nitro.gen reservoir is lower 
than 70 K, 111aking a difference o.f only approximately 20 -
25 degrees. This difference is small enough to rnake th·e 
vapor pressure of the Freon 13 more than .n€'91 i .gible under 
experimental conditions. Evidence o.f this was sef?n in the 
experiments with neat mixtures of Freon 13 and ozone. sven 
wh.en the chlorofluorocarbon was in large f>XCess, ozone 
escape~ .from the sample without any p}lotolysis at a rate 
easily seen spectrally... Even depositing a sa'llple could 
be diffieult since the e:scape of ozone was often faster 
than the rate at which the sample co.uld be 1 aid down when 
doing it in a succession of small bursts, necessary to 
avoid heating ef.feots dU.ring deposition. Neverthele-ss, 
some results were obtained in the repeated .experiments 
giving some E!videnc·e · that two major products of photol:-'sis 
'\olere carbonyl fluoride and carbon O.ioxi~·e, appearing in 






·traces of changes occurred at 1905 and 23'20 cm-,1 , both 
characteristic peaks of the two products mentioned. 
2. CC1F3 + o3 in: co 2 {Spectrum 12) 
A sample of Freon 13 and ozone in co
2 
{ 1 : 1 : 100-) 
was prepared and deposited in a large number of small bursts. 
The s-ample was photolyzed wfth both the LPt-1L and t-1Pt-1t. in 
succession. a total of 15.5 hours for the .former· and 68 
hours· for th4:! latter. 'l'he first change to be observed 
was the appearance within minutes of to
3
, with peaks at 
2040, 1875 and 975 The cor.centration maximized 
within approximately one-:half hour. and began to fall, 
rapidly at first, and then more slowl-y. A trace of COF
2 
-appeared aft~r <ibQUt 30 minu-tes. with a small peak at 
... 1 
1905 em • Eventually, clear peaks werf! observ~d at · 1942 ,. 
. . -1 . . 
1908_, 125C t 975, 770, 635 and 59.5 em , and ·the$e grew 
steadi~y during the photolysis. Other features indicating 
-1 new products included a very small peak at 1330 em - , 
a large peak at 1272 - 12.65 ern -l, and small peaks at 
1160, 910{shJ, and 625 -1 ern • The region 1200 - 1300 cm;..
1 
showed very compl~JC: growth patterns throughout the photolysis 
that w-ere very difficult to interpret.. TWo doublets, eventu-
ally reaching appreciable absorbance, were observed to grow 
throu-ghout the photo~ysis at 1272,, 1265 cm-1 and 1253, 1248 
em -l. The growth patterns seen in plots of absorbance vs. 
. 7 -.1 
t:i,me. FigUre ·91. . 1o1ere roughly parallel, but for ·the 12 0 em 














the ini,tial rate. of growth was slowe.r. increasing only aft-er 
about 15 hours. of photolysis. Thus. there appeared to be 
little formation of product duriJ).g the early stages of 
photolysis. Since the growth curves crossed each other a:t 
one point,- itdo~s not. seem .iikely that l:x:)th peaks were 
due to· the same species, eith~r· Furth~r indication that 
this was true was given by the fact that in a warming ex-
periment' in which the product deposit was al.lowed to warm 
up slowly af.ter the conclusion o ·f the photolysis while 
seqUential spectra were taken at 10 minute intervals; 
the peak at 12!;0 em -l ditninisbed in absorbance. for 30 
minutes while the p~ak at 1270 on•l maintained essentially 
a constant absorban.ce·. In fact, .given the Ia:r:ge ruJmber of 
species that might or could be products or by-products 
of tbe pJ)otplysis reactie>ns~ and the fac.t that oo .many 
of them absorb strongly ·in this region, it is qUite con-
ceivable that even mor.e than t-wo species m~y be involved. 
Thus, it i.s very difficult to attempt> to make assignments 
to this region. The addi tion(ll peaks observe<i are of some 
help in narrowing down the possibilities. The peak at 
1160 enr-1 coincides with a str()ng peak for cF3oocF3 • 'I'he 
weak peak .at £25 cm-1 coincides with a ~eak fo;r CF4 , as 
does the peak at 910 cm'""1 • And a third poss:ibility for 
··. . . . . .. -1 . . 
a species absorbing in the1200- 1300 em reg1on ~s 
CF OF · the other ·peaks for which are a.ll masked in this . 3 • . . 
experiment by Frepnl3 or co2 • Finally, the small peak 
72 
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Absorbance Values A:!> a Funct-ion .o .f Time of 




in co2 r-tat~ix · 
Species 
0 o.~U8 0.014- 0 0 
0.25 0 .. 561 0.363 () 0.017 
0.50 0.398 o. 783 · 0.01~ 0.01"1 
lo.75 o.C33· 0.596 0.028 o.oos 
2.5 0.025 o •. 533 0 . 037 0.011 
15.·5 0 0.147 0.093 0.014 
lEi.S 0 0.132 0.119 0.628 
19.5 0 0.107 0.136 0..;029 
22.-5 0 0.096 O.l68 o .• o47 
27.5 0 0~094 0.202 .0.073 
37.oS 0 0.053 0.226 0.147 
45.5 0 0,;040 0•266 0.182 
62:.5 0 0.031 0 .. 274 0 .. 226 
66.5 0 0.034 0.301 Q.25Q 
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/T vs. Time of Photolysis fo:r CClF3 + 
16o 3 in co2 Matrix 
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at 1330 on-1 is unassigned. The results of a determination 
o·f absorbance vs.. time for o3 , co 3 and COF 2 
are shovn in 
Table 14 and Figure 9a. Tel'ltative assignrn.ents of peaks 
ii+e given in Table 15. 
3. CC1F.3 + o3 in SF 6 { spectrum 13) 





(1 : 1.5 : 83) was 
prepared and deposited. The sample vas phQtol.yz.eq ""ith the 
Lp.ML and MPML in succ:ession_. for 25 .• 5 hours with the former 
and 49 hours with the latter. ~e first c'tlanges to occur 
were the appearances of peaks at 1275 and 1240 em - ·l. Both 
peak$ qrew rapidly during the first 5 hours of photolysis, 
but grew fll()re slowly with time,. the species reaching a 
nearly constant concentration after 40 - 50 hours. The 
next species to appear-was CoF2 f with peaks growing steadily 
throughout photolysis at 1940, 1~()5, and ·640 em -l Al-
though SF
6 
has a strong absorption peak at 1255 cm~ 1 , this 
peak increased in intensity throughout the photolysis .. 
Tbe 1275 and 1240 em -l peaks both grew in on either side 
of this SF
6 
absorption. The next species to appear was 
co
2
, with peaks at 2340 and 660 cm-1 , bOth of which began 
to increase in absorbance op,ly after nearly '0 hours of 
photolysis. At all times during tpe photolysis; both the 
-1 1275 and 1240 em peaks were more inte.nse than the 1905 
-1 ·ern peak of COF2 ,. 
A plot of log T /T v·s. time, shown in 
.0 





















TABLE 16 ... 
Absorbance Values As a Func.tion of · Time of 
Photo.iysl:s of ccll[3 + o3 in sF6 Natr:ix 
St:ecies ? ? COF
2 
CO · 2 
l27.S 1240 1905 2340 
0 0 0 0 0 
Q.. 5 0 0 0 0 
2 0;.029 0.011 ,Q 0 
4.5 0.044 O.Ql:3 o.oJ.Q 0 
16.5 0 .... 057 0.027 0.010 0 
21 0.071 0.;027 o.ol3 o.oo2 
25.5 0.091 0 ·.030 0.015 o.oos 
35.5 Q.08l 0.030 0.020 0.014 
51.5 0.100 0.032 o.o22 0.028 
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Fig~t"e 10 .. 
Log T0 /T vs. 'rime qt Photolysis 
for CClF 3 + o3 in SF 6 Matrix 
~1275 cm-1 
--a- -1240 em •l 
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and 1240 cm-:1 peaks were similar to that for COF
2
• I -t is worth 
noting that the 1240 em -l peM. would have. been masked in the 
previous experiment in co 2 by the more intense absorption of 
CC1F3 .. In addition. the. strong peak at 1253. 1248 cm-
1 in that 
exp.eriment woulc:i coincide with the strong SF_
6 
absorption .. Ho\reVer, 
an increase in absorbance did a:ccur here in this experiment. 





A sample of Freon 13 was mix~ with an ·eq\lal amount of 
o in the qilartz reaction vessel. '11le sample w..as then ph¢to-3 
lyzed for one-hillf hour at room temperature with the circular 
LPML. After freezing the reaction mixture and pumping on. it, 
a second sample of ozone was added. and the procedure repeated. 
'Ehe final product 111ixture. vas deposited in the Andonian dewar 
and a ~p~ctrum recorded. The large amount of CCIF
3 
in the sample, 
and the low melti,ng p:>int of this · compound made ·the peaks in 
the c-F stretching region quite pro~d, but several tentative 
assignments can be made. Peaks attributabl-e t:o COF 2 appeared 
1 -1 
at 195-5, 1905, 985. 770, 635 and 595 em- • '!be 1240 em peak 
may appear as a shoulder at 1245 cm-1 on the very broad CC1F3 
band centered at 1·19_5 cm-l. unassigned peaks wez::e evident at 
l ~ 1275 em- with a broad, ill-defined shoulder at 129 5 em • 
1245 em -l(sh) , 11.60 .csn -l, and a very broad band centered at 
-1 . 40 -1 1020 em • Most significant-ly, in tile C0 2_ region at 23 . em • 
no peak exceeding the background noise appeared. 
., .. 
. ' 
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DISCUSSION 
A. ldentification of ~ ~j2.t Product _§peeies 
Identification ·.Of the major products of all three reaction 
sequences by the assignment of chara~teristi.c peaks found in 
the experimenta;l spectra was es-sential to the interpretation 
of those spectral results. Several lines of reaso~ing were 
used in confirming the identification ot reaction products 
and in the as·signment o.f spectral features to those produ~t·s. 
First of all, the produ.cts of · ga·s phase reactions were as-
certained from th-e literature. Then, the characteristic 
absorption spectra of those species were· determined either 
from th.e literature or by duplication of the gas phase reactions 
in our own laboratories and depo~ition of .the product mixtures. 
A third line of evidence., used when attempting to assign 
peaks at different 'frequencies to the ·same species.. was the 
establishment that absorban.ce vs. time growth plots were 
t;>a:r.a11el !or the dif.ferent peaks assigned to the same species~ 
. . . bl . . b . t t . f 18o f F~nally, where possl. e- 3.sotop.1c su stl.. u .1on o · or 
16o. produeing consequent shifts in the fr,equencies o.f charac-
teristic absorption peaks. was used to aid in the assignments 
of peaks to those products containing oxygen. 
1. carbonyl Fluorid-e.. COF2 
t:=a%:bonyl fluoride was a frequently observed product 
of the photolytic and thermal reactions of o:xygell or o~on.e 
with fluorocarbons. or of oxygen-containing perfluorinated 




















section. Thus, it was expected that carbonyl. fluoride would 
be a likely p~oduct of the reactions being carried out in this. 
study. The literature contains several reports of the spectral 
features of carbonyl fluoride to be compared wit·h the results 
of these -experiments. Table 17 lists assignments of ~he 
fundamental. abserpt,ions ma<3e in a variety of studies under 
different conditions. The definitive gas phase assignments 
were made by Nielsen, Burke, Woltz and Jones.·SJ Milligan 
et al.-54 observed carbonyl fluoride as one product of the 
r-eaction of photolytically produced fluorine atoms with a 
carbon monoxide matrix and With carbon monoxl.de in an ar90n 
matrix at 4, 14 and. 20 K. smardzewski and Fox55 observed 
carbonyl ·tluoride in the pyrolysis and photolysis of tri-
flUQromethyl hypofluorite and trifluorom~thyl hypochlorite· 
in argon matrices at 8 K• Final.ly, Ma1linson et al. !>6 ol;)-
t .ained infrared spectra both in the gas phase and in argon 
rnatr-iees at 20 K for c16oF and for isotopically substituted 
2 
carbonyl fluorides.. For comparison, the wavenumbers o:f peaks 
.observed in these studies. and presumed to be the result of 
the· presence of coF2 in the pr.c>duet mixture~- are listed as 
.well. The values .listed are actually an average <>f all .of 
.tbe observations from the series on ail three of the chloro-' 
fluoromefhanes studied. and including samples in both co 2 
and SF 
6 
matrices. TWo regions. of these spectra ar·e of special 
interest. particul·arly in light of the o"bse:rVations in th~se 


















· P.rin.C:l;-pa:l . Absorption F~~encies 
for Carbonyl Flooride;; ¢16ol'2 
This . ** tiQrk. 
. . * Assignment· 
-.J in F.R.o 1940 1942 1 




in F.R. 1908 1907 1913 
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....,4 1240 ~249 
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* Assignments aceoi:'ding ~o referen.c::e- !)6 (~a].linsoplr ~ese 
differ from tbose of reference 53· (Niel.s~n) 










consistently two or more pea)ts have been observed at ar·ound 
1940 and 1910 cm-1 • Althqugh only o·ne fundamental has been 
determined to belong to this region, ealc:ulated by Ni.elseri 
to lie at 1928 ·on-'
1
, a Fermi-type resonan<:e between this 
peak anct the f-irst overtone of the 965 .ern -1 peak has been 
proposed to account for the pair of peaks observed, one at 
higher and orte a:t lower freqt:u~ncy.. In the gas phase studies 
it appears that the peak at 1940 cm-.l is more intense than 
the lower energy p~ak, but the envelope is very wide and 
theref()t'e it is difficult to be quantitative about the rela-
84 
tive values. In matrices, however f the peaks are considerably 
more sharply defined. For example, in the study by Milliq-an, 54 
·two very sharp spikes of virtually equal intensity were oh-
s.erved, while in the experiments of smardz.ewski and Fox
55 
the intensitie$ o·f the two peaks .slightly favored th~ higher 
frequency absorption in magnit'tlde. 'fhis is in contrast to 
most Of the exper.iments of this study, in which the lo\ler 
frequency peak was in general considerably more inten·.se than 
that at higher frequency. However, the relative inten.s.i ties 
did vary f .rom one experiment to. another, and in some cases 
the growth rates of the two peaks within a given experiment 
~ 'S seen. ·.mo .. s. t strik.ingly in the experi-was not the same, as ... 
t · · th eel F an· · ··d o 3 
in sF6 matrix'· Spectrum 9. An add.i-men w1 .. .. . 2 2 . · 
tiona! feature of this reg:ipn is the freqtient o:Qservation 
of more than twa peaks. For e"ample, il"l the spectrum of 








· 2· a f ..... ..1 ....,1·_ .th coF-2 sh_o· w· s three and Atkin·son. ·· the peak ident i 1~ .- · 
maxima with intensity increasing as the frequency decreases. 
I t k · d 1:"0 _-55 0 ·bserved a to tal n an argon ma r ix, Smardzews 1 an ~ · ,. 
of four peaks, wh,ich could be. the res-ult of having the COF 2 
trapped in different matrix site -environments. In many of 
our experiments sbo"Ulders on };>Qth the bigh freq\lency and l()V 
frequency f!nds of the tvo major peaks were _observ.ed. for 
example, in the photolysis of cC1 2F 2 and o3 in C02 , Spectrum 
a. the spectrum of th~ final product mixture apPears ·to have 
shoulders at l960 and 1895 cm-1 on the two major peaks at 
1945 ~nd 19.10 cm-1 respectively. Both the varying relative 
intensities of the tvo major peCl.ks, and the observation o£ 
addi.tional1es.s intense peaks above and below the major peaks 
could be interpreted «us ind·icating the presence of additional. 
species in t11e deposit. However, this interpretation does 
not appear warranted in this case. with respect to the rela• 
tive intensities o-f the major peaks, Milligan54 noted that 
during a varming experiment tbe absorption at 1941 em - 1 
diminished markedly in intensity. vhile the: absorption at 
19 3 . -1 . · · .1 em · grew. He ~nterpreted this anomaly to possible 




going fre>m an .i,sol.ated to an associated state. The same effect 
has been observed in our lab as well. In addition, the exis-
tence of a spe~ies whose car.lxmyl stretching absorption tre-
' J quency vou!d be as high as or higher than tha·t of COF 
2 
seems 
highly unlikely~ No other functional groups have ·higher 
electroneqativ:ity than f~uorine, and the .frequency of the 
b ·d 
' 1 
j' :II I .. I 
' .: . : 
' ,. ,, 
·.'I 
i- .: ! 
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carbonyl stretching band b~j.ng observed in this region in-
creases with the group electronega-tivit:y of the moiety at-
taehed to the carbonyl. carbon. 8'6 Th 
· us, the freq\,lency a:!:!oci-
ated w. ith the 0.:0 bo. nd· 
of c.arbonyl fluoride should bE- the 
highest C>f any (.'Qmpound in this structural category.. Indeed, 
the literature SUpPOrts this view; since there ·are no kno\in 





• 33 where the frequency associated 
\lith this transition than that for carbonyl tluoride_. as seen 
in Table 18. It is interesting to note· that the relatively 
high frequency assigned to t,he carbonyl stretching band of 
86 
co.3 is believE!Q tq be the result of a Fe.rmi resonance -effect. 33 
as in C()F2• Thus. w~ have identified al.l observed peaks in 
tbe 1900 - 1960 c:::m-1 region as arising :from the carbonyl 
stre:tching mode of carbonyl fluoride, perturbed by the 
first overton-e of its· 965 em - 'l band. and with tx>Ssible minor 
matrix -~ite effects. 
The second region of i .nteres-t i~ 1200 ..;. 1300 cm- 1 
where both gas phase and matrix studies have identified the 
center of the .J
4 
absorption of COF 2 as lyi,ng within. 12~5 -
1250 em -1.. This is the region of C-F stretching modes, which 
tends to comp1icate the interpretation of results since so 
many of the known and possible species implicated in these 
rea(:t;ions also have strong absorptions in this region. Thus 
the resolution of the spectrophotometer being used; and the 
m. atr.:x.··· depc>· . ·.sit were both of critical import:.ance qu~lity of the ... 



















TABLE 18 .• 
Ft~ency of the Ca;rbQny1 Stretching 
0 
MOde in comJx>unds of the 'Type x-c-Y 
-Y lircm-1 > R·eference 
* -F 1928 53 
-OF 1930* 57 
-oOCFO 19i9 58 
-oct3 1901 59 
-cF 3 1895 60 
-cFO 1876 * 54 
-OCFJ 1864 61 
-·· 1855 54 




-CF3 1810 63 
-cl 1807 53 
87 







product species. As · · our spectra prove. howe~er. the observed 
peaks were often very b. road· and l.:· · ll-def· . ~··n-'· .... .... ~. making precise> 
assignments virtually impossible. A further complication 
is the fact that SF6 • which in many way.s was our most satis-
factQry matrix host, has a strong absorption a .t 1255 - 1 CTTI , 
right at the edge of the region of interest. In all neat 
experiments, growth in the C-F stretching r~ion gave a very 
broad peak, somewhat less intense than th·e bands in the 
carbonyl stretching region, with a ce,.:1·ter aver aging around 
1255 crn ... 
1
: because o£ their breadth, however, the expetiments 
are of limited use in the :l,dentification of species involved 
88 
±n the rea¢ions;.. :In co2 and sF6 matrices, however. the peaks 
a~e more cleariy resolved.. :In co 2 , whici'J is t·ran.sparent in 
this region, the results show a very broad peak centered at 
-1 1 1255 em with a shoulder at 1275 em- in th~ photoly~is 
of cc1
3
F and ozone~ and a ver:y broad peak. -centered at 12SS 





• 1n the ease of CC1F3 • there are strpng peak~ 
-1 
at 1275 cmd 1255 cm-1 • but. in the region of 1240 em the 
reactant itself absorbs strong.ly. In SF 6 , which has a strong 
absorption at 1255 c:m .... 1 # distinct growth in thi.s background 
peak was observed in a.l.l experiments. In the cease of CC13F • 
where COF
2 
is a secondary product. this is the only change 
· · Ho•.·' e.ver·. l.· n 'th·e· cas:e o f th·at was not·ed in. th~ s r:egl:on.. - · 




, tw ot}ler peaks wsre seen o · · · · 
-1 · h · ~houlder at 
absorption: a stron,g peak at ~286 em w1 t · a 




cciF3 , a pair .of peaks at 1275 and a·t 1240 on-i were observed. 
The real interpretive questiOn then .became the determination 
of wh-ich of th.ese peaks could be as.signed to coF
2
, and which 
cou-ld be attr,i}:)uted to some other molecule or: mol~cul-es .• 
Where ·more th~ one peak was found ip t;.his r ·eqion, two lines 
of reasoning vere US-ed te> help assign which peak belongs to 
COF2 • In otie, the r.atio of th'e absorbance in the 1240 -
1280 em -l region to that of the 1910 em -l peak of ·coF
2 
was 
measured, presuming that this should be es:sentially fixed 
from one experiment to another for that peak in the c-F· stret-
ching region that could be assigned to COF 2• Secondly, plots 
of absorb~ce vs. time were constructed. presuming that the 
trends observed for the 19).0 c:nT-1 p.eak of cOF
2 
should be 
mirrored in whiehe•er of the peaks in the 1240 - 1280 on - 1 
regicm was due to coF2• For example- it was found that the 
absorbance .of the 1272 • 1265 c:}oublet in the Freon 13 experiment 
in co2 matrix was greater than that of the 1910 em-! peak of 
COF 2 • while the absorbance of the 1275 cm-
1 peak in the same 
series in S:F6 matrix· was less than that at 1910 cm-
1 • This 
"WC)uld appear to rule out this pea)t from bei.l'lg attril;>uted to 
. . -1 
COF2 • For ~he peak foumi i1t approximately 1240 em , not only 
did t;he absorbance ratio to COF2 vary. bu.t concentration vs .. 
time plots showed differences between the rates of growth 
of this: peak and those of the 1~910 em -l peak of coF
2
• For 
example, in the photolysis of ccl2F 2 and o 3 in SF 6 , .spectrum 9, 





. .. -1 
CO.F 2 at 1910 em , btit. then the intensity leveled off and 
actually began to dec:rease with time, while the intensity 
at 1910 cm-
1 
.increased steadily throughout the experiment. 
this was seen in both runs .• On the other hand, in th~ CC1F3 
,. 
serxes, the 1240 -1 em peak, which vas. only s ·een in the SF
6 
matrix experiment because it was .masked in the co
2 
experi-
ment~ displayed a growth ·curve that was a virtua,l _par.all,el. 
90 
to that for the 1910 cm-1 paak. Thus, at first glance it might 
appear th.at the 1240 em -l p~ak C()uld n9t be attributable to 
COF 2 , either. However, its position i ·s so cl.ose to that 
o})serv:ed by others in matrix experiments i .t can-not be dis-
mis·sed so easily. In fact. the burden of the evidence would 
suggest that the behavior observed by the absorption at 
1240 Clll-l in the cc12F 2 
series is probably ·anomalous, most 
likely the result of more than one species absorbing at the 
same position. This possibility is discussed m<;>re fully in 
the section on the probal:>le reaction sequence for the reaction 
of p(1D) with ccl2F 2 which appear.s. later in this repart. 
Thus, the peak appearing at 1240 em .... 1 has b .een assigned by 
us to COF 
2
_. The remaining peaks attributed to COF 2 at 975, 
770# 630 and 595 cm- 1 would appear by their positions to be 
unambiguously assigned. With regard to the c18oF 2 molecule, 
Table 19 lists the values o .f the fundamental absorptions 
for this molecule in an argqn matri:x: observed by Mallinson 
~ • h et al.. In addition. for comparison, values ;~.Or t e corres-
ponding absorptions in c16oF 
2 






Infrar~ Absorption Bands for cle~OF -. . . 2 
compared to Lite:r:ature values and to c16oF
2 








Lit~rature Th"is k .. . . . .. 
1 
wo.r _ .· 
VaLu~s {.em .. ) (sF6 Matrix) 
(in i\r matrix)56 
1908.5 19()1 
1881 .. 4 1868 
......... ** •• 
950.2 ** 
763 .• 6 .76.2 
605.9 ? 
5.77.9 582 
c 16oF 2 · . _.· 56 
(Ar matr1x) · · · 








* A·ssignrnen.ts -according to, reference 56 (Mallinson) 
*·* Masked by or in combination l!ith other bands 

























.in the g~s 
pl'\a·sef and subsequent deposi.tion of the product mixture, 
Spectrum 11, are also listed. It is perhaps worth notirig 
that these ··val:uas all reflect a shift to lower freqUencies 
in the isotopically substitut-ed species, c:Onsisten·t with 
the effect ant:icipated by the subs-titution of a heavier atom 
in the bond.. Another in.teresting fe~ture is the reversal 
of the assignments -of th,.e higher and lo.wer energy peaks 
for the Fermi. resonance affected bands. According to 
Ma1linson5·6 this i:s due to the fact that calculations of 
the unperturbed absQ·rption frequencies puts 2 '))2 above vl 
in .the case of the isotopically substi t\l,ted molecule, while 
2 Y2 falls below v1 in the isotopically .nopnal case. As 
can be seen in Spectrum 6, when both. lapeled and unlabeled 
carbonyl fluorides were present in. thedeposi:t , only three 
clear peaks were Qbserved: .Y1 fo·r the unlabeled mol~le 
92 
a~ 1940 crn-1 , 2 V2 for bOth the labeled and unlabeled species. 
too close to be resolved. at 1905 em -l; and .Y1 for the 
. -1 
labeled molecule at 1875 em • 
2. carbonyl chlorofltio.ri~e. COClF 
Carbonyl chlorofluoride wa-s identified as a product 
in gas phase rea~tion·s of o( 1p) with trichlorofluoromethane, 
cc1
3
F, Freon li.19- 23 Thus, it was an anticipated prodq.ct 
of reactions in low temperature matrices as well. In the 
gas phase. the fundamental absorption frequencies of COClF 
were ident:i.fied by Nielsen, 53 and these values are 1 ist.ed 


















Principal Absorption Frequencies 
for car}:)onyl ·chlorofl;u¢>tic;ie. cl60C1F 
* 
Assigrimen~ Tbis Work** 53 Gas Phase ·· Ar Matrix55 
.J1 .in F.R. 
wi tt1 < ))2+v4) 
























* Assignments according to reference 5.3 (Nielsen) 
** Average of s~veral experiments in co 2 and sF6 matrices 









ot carbonyl fluoride, the carbonyl. stretching vibrationt 
...>1 • was observed to be in r · .esonance Wl.th anothe.r ove:rtoQe, 
the (Y.2+ Y4l sum. The result was the occurence of two p~a..ks 
in the 1800 - 1900 cm-1 reg·;;on.· In our · ··· t. ......~ .... · · . exper 1m.en s .• we 0.....-:-
served most of the major absorptions attributa:t:>l.e to car~ 
bonyl chl..orofluorid~; including those at 1862. 1835. 1093, 
94 
768 and 663 cm-
1
• A11 peaks observed in our studies averag.ed 
somewhat .lower than those observed in the gas phase, by differ-
ences ranging from 4 to 14 -1 em . • These shifts may be due 
to matrix effects. We did not observe peaks corresponding 
to those at 501 and 415 cm-1 in the gas phase, but these 
woul.d lie beyond the cutoff of the KBr optics of. our spectro-
photometer. With respect t .o th-e relative intensities of the 
two peaks observed in the carbonyl stre.tching region. it i$ 
noteW9rthy that the lower frequency peak was always the mo:-e 
intense of the two. a resul.t generally consistent with the 
observations found with C6F2• .In those experiments in which 
labeled ozone was used. the JX>Sitions of the isotopically 
shifted absorptions we-re observed.. TwO experiments were 
conducted: in the first, a sample of ozone composed primarily 
of 18o was mixed with Freon 11, and the sample photolyzed 
(Spectrum 4)t in t:he other. a gas phase photolysis of Freon 
11 and unlabel~ ozone was carried out. the prqduct mixtur.e 
combined with labeled ozone and deposi.ted, and the resulting 
solid f :ilm .. photoly~ed (Spectrum 6) • The results indicate 
-1 
that the '\)l peak of c :16oclF oc.cured. at about 1860 em • 
16 . -1 




combination peak of c 18o _ClF a·t a·· ~.· · .. ut 
~ the. same position as that 
of the unlabeled spe~ies. and the v 
. . . 1 peak. of c 18oc1F at about 
-1 
1805 em •. The reason fQr the reversal of the· assignment~ 
of ·th.e higher and Ic:>wer frequency pe_aks in the labeled 
molecule is that, by analogy with the situation for COF 
2
, 
with the combl.nation peak calculated to be only slightly 
higher than the unperturbed v1 fundamental, the .situation 
is probably pCJrallel to that for carbonyl fluoride. 
ln the 1050 -:- .1150 cm-1 re9ion. the peale: for unlabeled 
COClF occurs· as a shoulder to an. absorption f()r ccl
3
F: 
thus ,. if one. assumes a . shift in the comparable peak. fo.r 
c18oclF to lower frequ.encie_,, .it is undoubtE!rlly masked •. 
The '\J2 peak for CCiClF lies ·very close to ~6 for COF2
, 
making this a very diff.icul t reqion to .interpret. Based 
on Spectrum 6, .and comparing reiative rates of growth, ve 
estimate the peak for the labeled molecule to be about 
15 em - .1. lower than that for t.Pe unlabeled specie.s. The 
v6 peak is coincident with a strong absorption for 002. 
and was thereforE! masked in these experiments. There are· 
no lit~rat\lre citations with "'hich to col'tlpare t:hese ~~si.gn­
ments. These results are summarized in Table 21. 
3. carbon Dioxide, CO
2 
Experiments indicat-ed that carbon dioxioe was the 
· f · a t.1··ons· Stud· ies o.f the ultimate produC!t: in most o our re c ·· • 
. 64w-65 h ·. 
so~id state infrared spectra of co2 s ow a : strong peak 
. -1 
at 2344 ern ""'1 and a do\lblE!t at 660, 653 em • In our stuqies 
i the same peaks were .observed at 2340 aJ)d 660 em -l (our in-
i 








Principal Infrared Absorption Frequencies 
·18 • for C ·· OClF 
* Assignment ·This Work 
,.yl in F.R. 
with <v2+~) 
(Y +Y) in 2 4 













'* Average of v<Uue$ .in sF6 matrix and in neat mixtures 
*'* Peak masked by other species 
96 
9? 
freqU.ency. In severa.l e~.· .· imen··.t .. l.· n . 
·~t'-• = which labeled ozone was 
used, the shift in the 2340 c:m. -1 pe·a:' .. "" was approximately 
-1 . 
20 em for each substitution, vith the 180cl60 molecule 
-absorbinq at 2320 cm-1 an<! the- c18o
2
. molecula. at -1 "" 2300 on • 
The shi ft in the 660 cm-1 .·:pe·· ak · d . f l.s more 1 fi,c:ult to det~.rrnine 
b@cause it is stnclller • and the instrument has limited resolving 
power, 'however, it appears to be on the order of s crt'l-1, 
with a peak at 655 cm-1 for 18oc16o and 650 cm-1 for c18
02
• 
4, carbon Trioxide, co
3 
In all. experiments in a carbon d 'ioxide matrix, the 
first observed. reaction in all cases was the formation of 
co3 • T}le spectrum of co3 has been reported by s~veral 
. 33 34 36 . 3 authors .• · ' · ~ ·· Moll et al .• · 3 recorded strong absorptions 
at 2140, 2045.3, 1879.6, 1073.4 and 97.1.9 on- 1 , and less 
intense peaks at 3922, 3105. 593 and 568 cm-1 In our 
experiments, we observed that photolysis of o3 in solid 
co.2 matrix host resulted within minu.tes in the appearance 
of strong absorption peaks at 2045, 18 79 and 975 em -l , "'ith 
the first listed being very sharp and intense a:nd the latt:er 
two being more broad al)d less intense. The additional peaks 
obser.ved in other studies were not observed in our experiments. 
The 1075 an -1 region vas ma$ked by the chlorofluoromethane 










Major 'Infrared Absorptions i.n t .he 
S.pectrum o£ co
3 
This work Moll~: et a1. 33 Weissberger, 
et a1.34 
- .... --·1t· 2140 ----· 
.2045 2045.3 20$~ 
1879 '1879. 6 1894 
·--- ·*·'* 1073.4 1070 
975 971.9 975 
'* Not observed in these studies 
'*'* Masked by other c;tbs¢rption peaks 
Jones .and 
Taube36 















B.. E.!,2PQsed Reaction Sequences 
1. Tri-chlorofluoromethane 
99 
Photolysis of o3 is kilbwri. to. be a source of .oxy.gen atoms 
in the first excited state, o( 1o). An analysis of the various 
experimel)ts performed in our laboratories indicates that the 
o( 1D) atoms produced react with trichlorofluoromethane to 
produce the primary products carbonyl c!llorofluoride, COClF, 
and diat~ic- chl.orine, Cl • An exception to this sequence 2 
occurs when the matrix is carbon dioxide, in whiCh ca~e one 
sees an immediate re~ction of of 1o) with co2 to give co3 • 
33 ' 34 ' 36 
Thus it is clear that the kinetically favored reaction is 
that w-ith co2• Neverthel,ess, continued photolysis always 
results in the decay of the characteri stic absorption peaks 
of co
3
, an indication of the photolysis of that. species as 
has been previously reported. Since the subsequent oxidation 
reactions of the chlorofluoromethane are the same as those 
where ozone acts as the source of o(1o), it seems possible 
that the photolysis of co3 regenerates co2 and 0(
1D) as 
previously reported. tbu.s providing- a longer-term souz:ce of 
excited atomic oxygen than ozone. on the other hand, the 
.facile o-atom exchange has been reported:. 
0 3 + 




Thus., w.e have -a photosteady state in which, with the full 
power of the MPML, the high absorptivity of o3 vs. the low 
absorptivity of co
3 












wit,h [co31 s:> fo31ss· Because of this reaction we cannot 
say for cex;tain that the co3 is tht?~ sou~ee of o(
1 n) 1 indeed, 
the O( 1D) :8ource may be the o3 thr()\lghout. Presuma:bl y the 
formation of carbonyl chlorofluoride i ·s accompanied by the 
elimination of two chlorine atoms. Whether- these atoms 
form molecular chlorine, or migrate out of the cage into 
the m~trix is impossible to determine in our experiments, 
since the diatomic .molecule does not absorb in the infrared. 
But it would -seem likely that mole,cular chlorine \I'OUld form 
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easily in the cage since two chlorine atoms would be liberated 
simultaneously by this eliminatio-n. on the other h.and, the 
constant photolysis of the sample deposi.t wo.uld cause -exten-
sive disso.ciation o:f the tnole<:\llar chlori'ne, the Cl-Cl l:>qrip 
:energy being well below that of the source, a:nd this provides 









hV ( 2-54 nin) ~ o 2 + 
1 .· + 0( D) ___.. COClF + 
h v ( < 306 nm.) -+ 2c1• 
A problem with respect to reac::tion ( 2) is the dete:rmination 
of the primacy reactiQrt. :In the 
methane in liquid argon at 87 K. 
that three paths were possible: 
reaction of o(1D) atoms with 
. 66 . . ~ . 
DeMore and Raper establ1.shed 
l) insertion of o into ~ 
c-a bond and deactivatiqn to give methanol: 2) concerted 
elimination of fllOl~~].ar hydrogen to produce formaldehyde: 
and 3) extraction o.f an 1i at()Jl1 to give the methYl and hydroxyl • 








(4) o(1o} + CCl.3F 
( S) ·. 1 0( D) + CCI
3
F 
C(OCl) FC1 2 
~ COClF + 
(6a) o( 1o) + CC13F 
(6b} tCCl.;zF •Ocl] 
[•eel F + •Ocl) . 
· 2 matr1x c~ge 
+ C{OCl)FC12 
DeMore and Raper we.r··· e unable· ·to. establish the existence of 
an electronically excited. methanol intermediate, ( CH
3
on) *. 
F't,irt.hermore, in a more recent study of the reaction 0( 1o) + 




* ·(cFJ-OH) h.as a lifetime of less tha-n Io-12 seconds .• giving a 
pictura of a nearJ.y concerted insertion•elimination sequence. 
ln oul::' experiments on ccl3F no direct evi dence for any hypo-
chlorite was ever found~ which ·· appears to rule out reaction (4) 
as an important path ·in the matrix case. 111 addition, no 
spectral evid(!nce was found either for the dichlorofluoro-
methyl r:adical or for OCl,. thus ruling out reaction '(6) as 
significant. Reaction ( 5) is thus the only reaction for which 
direct evidence was discovered in our experiments. on the 
other hand, it sho.uld ·be: recognized that formation of a 
hypOchlorite by insertion, either as an unstable intermediate 
in reaction (5) o:r as a deactivated product as in r -eaction (4) 
would p~obab~y be very difficult to detect. Alkyl hypochlorites 
are generally .quite unstable, and therefore might be expected 
to have short lifetimes under our experimental c::=onditions. 
In addition, the most intense absorption peaks of th~ hypo.-
chlorite55 would be in the C-F stretching region. 1200 - 1300 










i... ·' ....... 
r 
I 
were low because of the often obs~rved breadth Of the 1240 
-1 
em peak of OOF
2
• 
The secondary products Qf the reacti01l. are carbonyl 
102 
.fluoride, carbon dioxide and di.chlorodifluoromethane. The 
last named product is indicated by peaks at 1140 and l~OS em -1 
that coi-neide wi:th those .of a sample of cc1 2~ 2 measured in 
our la}:)oi'~te>ries. All three of these Pt;"oducts indi.cate the 
rupture of C•F .bonds.; a reaction that could act as a source 
of free fluorine atoms i"n the matrix. A reasonable· sequence 






COClF + o( 1o) ~ co 2 






+ ~ COF2 





Reaction f't) depends on the presence of .0{ 1o) in tl'le matrix 
for a very lonq time, since the- concentration of each of these 
products increases steadily with time over several days of 
photolysis. However., the plot of absorbance of ozone vs. 
time shows a very sharp dropoff in concentration in the· 
very early phases of photolysis. On the other hand, the 
rate of loss does decrease somewhat after 1.5 - 30 'l'inute.s. 
And i:n some eXperiments, the concentration rema·ins above 
det£.ctabl.e limits for periods up to days. It is possible 
that a ve-ry small;. steady-state conpentratiqn of ozone is 
achieved, providing a long term source of excited oxyg.en 
I 
I 
atoms unde~ experimental condi.tions. -The exact reactions 
are impossi})le to determine, but a likely pOssibility is: 
(12) 0(1 D) + M _.... 0( 3p) + M 
(13) 0{3P) + 02 + M ...... 0 .3 +· M 
AriC>ther possibility., although adm.i ttedl y of low probability, 
is that the oxidation of COClF is not a reaction of O( 1ol. 
but of molecular oxygen, an awreciable concentration of 
vhich would rernain in the mat:~ix for a long· time: 
(14) COClF + + OCl + F 
No evidence for OCl was seen in any of our studies~ but the 
expected vibrational absorption at 970 em - 1 is knotim to be 
1 diffiC\llt. to detect because of. its very low infrared a'bsorp-
.r 
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. . 67 th i . all f . . t . tJ.VJ.ty. Fur ermore. n o our exper1.ments xn SF6 ma r1.:ces 
this region is masked. And in other experiments, this peak 
; coincides with .a peak for COF 
2 
at 970 cm-1 • The presence 
of both fluorine and chlorine atoms in the matr·ix is lfkely 
to result in the combination reaction: 
(.15) F + Cl ~ ClF 
This is the reverse ·of r-eaction {8) • since elF is- not homo-
nuclear. it should be detectable by i·nfrared spectroscopy, 
. . . . 35 . . 37 . _,_ 68 
wl.th peaks at 773.9 (Cl F) and 76.6.6 (Cl F) em • 
However. these peaks are coincident with the 770 em -l peak 
for coF2 and the 7.68 ern -
1 peak for COClF, and thus impossible 
to distingUish, particularly· if 'the concentration is very low, 
as expect:ed under the conditions of the·se experiments. The 
















by the appearance of both carbonyl fluoride and dichloro-
difluoromethane i _n the matrix after long periods of photolysis. 
Since lol')g. term photolysis of the trichlorofluoromethane 
results in no fluorine atom react-ions, and since )X)th coF
2 
and cc1 2r 2 aPPear after the decrease in .the rate of formation 
of COClF , and after the fir:9t appearance of carbon dioxide, 
it seems reasona.ble to propose that oxidation of COCIF. s.uch 
af\1- in reaction f7L is also the. source of the .fluorine atoms. 
The substitution of fiuorine atoms for chlorine atoms in 
chlorofluoromet:llanes has not been observed in lov temperature 
matrice-s, but it: is a well known reaction at hi.gh temperatures 
. 69 70 
.in the gas phase. • · substitution of F for C.l in carbonyl 
chlorofluoride has not previously been studi~ either in 
matrices or in the gas phase. 
~the!: matter of St::)me interest in .these reactions is 
the primary step in the oxidation of the carbOnyl compound, 
COClF. J;n the e,q>eriment in which. labeled ozona was added 
to a gas phase mixture of COClF and cc.l3F., and the sample 
deposited and photolyzed {Spectrum 6}, the concentration 
of COC.lF is seen to decrease, pre-sumably by a ·reaction such 
as reaction (7). The GOz formed is found to incorporate 
labeled oxygen. as does th~ COF
2 
fprmed. I .. sotopically sub-
stituted. coclF also appears. Although it could be the product 
of the reaction of 18o wit:h unreacted cc1 3~, it is also ws-
sible that an exchange reaction was occurring between labeled 
and unlabeled oxygen in carbonyl chlorofluoride. In other 
cases where ~· carbonyl compound is oxidized by reaction 
with o( 1o), two major ;ceaction paths have be·e· n observed. 
After studies of co3 , Jacox and Milligan
35 reported a normal 
coordinate analysis of the infrared spe-ctrum. and concluded 
that the most likely structure consisted of a three-menbered 
ring with an oxyqep.-ca;rbon-oxygen angle of abou.t 65 degrees. 
Thus, the reaction apparently leads to adduction by addition 
across the carbonyl doubl.e bond: 
0 
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.o-o 




isotopic: exchange either in the gas phase or in matrix studies .. 52 
Furthermore, . reactio-n by ins:ertion ot o(1p) into a c F bond 
. -
appears highly unliJc:e:ly in view of the "estimated c-F bond 
dissociation energy of 137 kcal/mo1. 95 However. in a recently 
completed series of experiments conducted in these laboratories, 
reactions of o{1D) with hexafluoroacetone led to the formation 
of perfluorome.thyl perfluoroacetate,. which subsequently 
decomposed i11to COF2 and other products. 
51 Thus. adduction 
occurred by oxygen atom inser~ion in p-rie qf the carbon-carbon 
single bonds to the. carbonyl carbon: 
(17) o( 1D) 
0 0 
+ CF3~CF~ ---+ CF3&:,cF 3 
In a reactionof 18o(1 o) with carbonyl chlorofluoride, these 
two reaction paths would involve intermediates such as those 












Addi tion to the Ca:rbon,yl Bond 
\
18 ] + 18o < 1Dl ::/!.. o .. 'c(o. . _.. ~ 
. ; ... F 18!1 
c1 · · 0 
+ ClF 
Insertion in the Carbon-carbon Bond 
. [ 0 ] 18 1 tl ~-+ o( D)~ ...,..c- 18 _ . . · · ~ . . 
F -<,; o -cl ·18 ClF 
In the first s·equence, each of the c-o bonds is e -ssentially 
the same, therefore, if the first step is reversible, one could 






,, . ,. ] . 18 o-o o 
~ '\ / ~ n 
-r- .c.. . ~ c 
-<if •• F / \.. 
Cl Cl F 
+ 
on. the ()ther hand, if reaction (19) were reversible, one 
would not expeet incorporation of labeled oxygen in ·the COClF • 
unfortunately, direct spectral evidence for either of these 
pa t.hs, or even some other sequence, has not been observed 
in our studies, either because the intermediates are suf-
ficiently unstable to never achieve high eno:ugh concentrations 
in the mat~ix to be- observable, or because all absorption 
peaks of ·the intermdeiate are masked by othe.r species, or even 
that the intermediate does not absorb strogly enough ·to be 
obseryable. Furthermore, the inabilit-y to ob:t;ain a sample 
of earbonyl chlorofluoride free o·f the starting material 
becaus_e of. the pro:ximi.ty of their bOiling poU'its made a direct 





impossible. This is clearly a line of ~l¢eriJnen:tation 
dese~ving additional attention. 
2. Dichlorod.ifluoromethane 
The reactions of o( 1ol with dichlorodifluoromethane 
have produced carbonyl fluoride, caroon dioxid-e and chloro-
tri.fluoromethane. as the only clearly identified produ-cts. 
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In addition. the time sequence of appearance of these products 
is clearly coF2_ virtually immediately, carbon dioxide sig-
nificantly late.r (nearly ten hours in a typical exp.eriment), 
and CClFi somewhat later. But there are several u-nassigned 
peaks found in a typical experiment.:. In both co
2 
matrices 
and SF 6 matrices, additional absorptions were .observed .in t,he 
1200 - 1300 an-1 region that do not appear tt;:t be attributable 
tQ any of the recognized produt:ts. .ln a; CO matrix, the 
2 
absorption in this r -egion was v~ry broad and ill~defined. 
with a maxi~l.ll'n at 1255 em -l, and broad shoulders centered 
Cit 1240 and 1295 em -l. But in SF_
6 
matrices •. t~ clear peaks 
were s -een at 1240 and 1285 cm-1 (spectrum 9). Furthermore, 
these peaks did not seem to be related, as can be seen in 
Figure 7. and Table 10 .. 
-1 The peak at 1240 em grew in int ensi :ty, 
reached a maximum, and then ~ecreased thro~gh the remainder 
of the photolysis~ but the peak at 1285 em -l grew steadily 
in intensity a-s· the photolysis proceeded. It is impossible 
to make a c:Je:fin,it,ive identi;ficct.tio~ Qf ei.the.r:- .of these peaks 
in the absence of additional peaks, but some reasonable pos-
•. 
~ibilities ean be propos~. 
I 
~ I 










Based on the relative times of appearance of the res-
pective identified produ·cts, the initial reaction$ are pro-











+ 0( 1D) --"'>- COF 
2 
+ 
h Y (< 306 nm) -.... 2Cl• 
As bef()re., tp.~ presence of molecular or atomi.c. chlorine <::annot 
be di.rectl y determined, but their .presence would ~eem to be 
an unescapable result of what is observed. By analogy with 
the previously discua~ed system ; ·the primary reaction in 
this system could conceivably occur by one of ·three likely 
pathways: insertion, el iminat·ion and extract.i()Ji, re$pectively: 
(24) 0(~) + CC1 2F 2 ~ C(OCl)ClF2 
(25) o( 1D) + ccl2F2 
_.... COF
2 + c12 
( 2'6) or1o) + CC1 2F 2 
__.,.. •CClF . 2 + ·ocl 
In the- previous system,. although ·elimination was the only 
reaction for which direct e"Vidence was fo.und, it was recog-
nized that even this reaction could have proceeded by an 
initial insertion step with th.e formation of a highly un-
staple, or otherwise undetectable• alkyl hypo:cbl~rite inter-
mediate. In this case, "however, there is an additional piece 
of evidence suggesting the formation of a species th.at could 
. . . '-1 
act as a precilrsor to the observed COF
2
• The peak. at 1240 em 
that initially increases in intensity, at a rate faster f.ohan 
that of any other observed species; and then later decre.ases 
with increasing duration of photolysis, could be associated 
, .... . __ 
! 
' 
not only with carbOnyl fluoride, but also with some photoly-
tically unstabl:e intermediate. This s-pecies. which could 
conc~ival;>ly be an a1k.yl .hypochlorite, could then undergo 
dissociation to eliminate t-wo atoms of chlorin~: 
(27) C(OCl)ClF
2 + __., COF 2 + 
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To make such a possibility reasonable. one would have. to argue 
that such a species is sufficiently stable to be detectable. 
under experimentai conditions hut still subject to photolytic 
decomposition to give the observed products, and to show 
that the frequency of the observed absorption peak could 
be as.cribed to a mo-lecule with such a structure.. With respect 
to the former. ordi:nary a1kyl hyt>Ochlorites are recc:>gnized 
to be relatively unstable molecules, difficult to synthesize 
. 71 
or i-solate. On the other hand, their perfluo.ro analogs 
are considerably more stable, and a number of them have been· 
. 72-77 synth,es1zed. · · All of thes~ cqmpounds have been prepared 
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only one- single-carbon. compound, chloroxytr. if luororne.thane, 
has been prepared. and it appear-s to be the most stable o"f 







cesi.urn fluoride, at reduced temperature. 
It is a colux:-less material, stable at room temperature in 
clean and dry stainless steel, perhal.ogena·ted plast~c or 
glass containers... Its normal. boiling point is -4s .. a0 c and 
its melting point is -164°c .. 73 • 74 The infrared spectrum of 
CF 3oc1 shows three strong peaks in the c-F stretching region., 
and much less intense pt;t~s at lower frequencies. The most 
intense peal<,s in the gas phase spec;tru~ a:re variously reported 
at 1270 or 12'62 cm-1 (s), 1230 or 1220 cm ... 1 (sh), and 1212 
or 1205 cm-1 (vs). 73 •
74 
The same three peaks have been 
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1 . .. l b . . ed .. t• . f ~ 1 . 1 . d . . . 55, 78 c ear y o s·erv . . 1n spec ra o · ..... joe 1..n so 1. . ar:gon matrices, 
in which studies of the photolytic decomp:lsition of the hypO-
chlorite were conducted. In these studies, the prima-ry dif-
fusion-limit~ matrix processes were concluded to be: 
{.30) CF ·OCl 3 + h~(~ 280 nm) 
_,.. COF 
2 + ClF 
(31) ClF + .hv ....... Cl + .F 
Reaction (30) is seen to be the reverse of reaction (29). 
by which chloroxytrifluoromethane is synthesized. 
The product of re·aetion ( 24) ; chloroxychl-orodifluoro'-
methane, is seen to be a homolog of CF
3
ocl, in which one 
cOValently bound :fluor.ine is substituted with ~ chlqrine. 
It seems likely th~t su(:'h a compound would be somewhat l .ess 
stable t,han CF 
3
ocl. bec·.ause of the lesser electronegativity 
of Cl with respect to F. For example, cF
3
CF 2ocl is less 
stable than CF
3
ocl, with 9%'adual decomposition occurring at 
. . . . . 73,74 
room temperature even in well pass1vated conta1ners .. 
But stability does incr;ease as temperature is reduced. The 
effective electroneqativity of -cr
3 
has befi!n estimat.ed at 
j. 20 on the GOrdy seale. 66 • 19 .0 · n· ._.h.·l.· ·c·h. th 1 · - o . er va ues 1.nclude 
Cl = 2.97 and F = 3.9.5. This puts the effective electro-
negati vi ties of ep-3 and Cl very -close to each other. and 







have sirnilar stabilities. .If that were true. then it seems 
reasonable to propose that C(OCl) ClF 
2
. might have a .sufficieJ"tt 
lifetime- under experimental conditions to be observable. 
on. the other hand, there is no doubt that such a molecule 
would be subject. to photolytic decompositio.n, since this is 
111 
a well established property of even the most stable perfluoro-
alkyl hypochlorites. 
With respect to th.e position of the absorption ~peaks 
of C(OCl) ClF2 , if such a molecule existed. it is antic.ipated 
that a red•shift would occur in the position of the c-F 
stretcllin9 b~rids relative to those of CF 3oc1 due ~o the lower 
electr.o·negativity of c-1 relative to ~. That is seen in the 
spectr11m of cr3c F2ocl in which the. strongest absorptions 
shift to 1240, 11.85 and 1100 em-1 (.although a new weaker 
peak also appears at 1380 on .... 1 • additional .modes of vibration 
being possible). 73 And further .• a blue-shift is noted in 
the strongest absorption of cr3oF, occurring at 1294, 1262 
a.nd 1223 cm-1 , where the effective electronegativi.ty of -OF 
is greater than that of'-OCl. SO,Sl How that would be reflected 
in the supposed spectrum of c(oCl)ClF2 is difficult to predict, 
however. Bu.t it does not rule ou·t the possibility that the 
1240 em -1 peak might be due to this hypochlorite. Furthermore, 
it is anticipated that u-nder experimental conditions, .Peaks 
j 
) 
in the C-F stretchi-ng region would pro-bably 'be t\le only ()nes 
of sufficient intensity to be observed, ruling out the pos-
sibility that addition(ll confirmatory evidence might be 
found in sp~tral studies of other regions. on the othe_r 
hand, no evidence is found for any spectral changes in t ·he 
region 1100 - 120Q cm-
1 
parallel to that for the 1240 cm-1 
pe~, a,nd s.uch Changes might be expect~ if this supP<)sed 
intermediate were involved because of the red-shi,fting of 




1 • h ~ . d . th b . T 1s ev1 .ence 1s; . us, at est inconclusive •. 
~n order to account for the co2 that appears in the 
product mixture, a second ox.idation of the substrate must 
be proposed. As ·has already been discussed, this could 
. 1 . 
not bl! the result of the oxidation of coF
2 
by 0( DJ. If, 
however . the h)p()ehlorite discuss-ed above were formed and 
i . 
remained in the matrix for some time before being itself 
ph()tolyzed to carbonyl fluoride, it could also under-go 
oxidation, possibly to an unstable dihypochlorite, that would 




(32) F-~-oc1 + of1n>~ 
[ 
OCl 1· F-t-ocl . --. co2 + 2ClF 
Of course. under experimental condi:tion·s the chlorine mono-
fluoride would be extensive-lydissociated according to reac-
tion (31): and undetectable r-ecombination reactions "WOuld 
result in both mdlecular chlorine and fluorine in the matrix, 




















(33) F + F . ......, F~ 
(34) Cl + Cl ~ Cl 2 
(35) Cl + F ___,. ClF 
There would not appear to be any reason to expect that a 
dihypochlori.te would have sufficient stability to be detec-
table. A num.ber of attempts to synthesize this very compound 
in the manner in which CF?pcl was synthesized, reversing 
reaction ( 32): ,. were made ·and were .unsuccesSful. 74 The best 
case that can be made for thi.s reaction sequence is that it 
leads to a reasonable aceount for the observed and identified 
products.. As has been mentioned, the elimination of chlorine 
monofluoriae should result in mobil.e fluorine atoms in the 
matrix.. Thus, one weu·ld expect to see products resulting 
from reactions of thses fluorine atoms with .-naterials in the 
matrix, incl:uding the startiqg material,. CC12F 2' and the 
inter~iate specie~ ab~orbing at 1240 cm- 1 , proposed to be 
<:(dCl)ClP.
2
• ln the former case, the e>q:)ected. fluorine atom 




F2 + F -+ C_ClF3 + Cl 
The peak consistently found at about l208 cm-1 coincides 
with one of the strongest (ll)sorptions of CC1F3 : a second 
strong ·apsorption at 1100 cm-1 is masked by one of the .strong 




• In the latter case, however, 
the situat'ion is less clear, not o·nly because the species 











concentration, bUt al.so because there are two. possible position·s 
for substitution. If both chlorines were substituted~ the 
resul.t we>Uld be a well ch.aracterized molecule, £luoroxy-
trifluo-romethane, a stable hypofluorite.82 
(~7) C(OCl)CiF2 + 2F ~ CF 3oF + 2Cl 
Addition of fluorine to car~nyl fluoride is also a known 
way o ·f synthesizing CF3oF, 
80 although th:i.s reaction is .rever-
sible under photolytic conditions. 55 
(38) COF2 + 
The important absorptions associated with CF3oF occur · at 
1294, 1262 and 1223 cm-1 i n the gas ph-ase,S0,8l. and at 1290, 
1252 and 1214 crn-1 in an argon matrix.55 Some. of the spectra 
-1 .. 
show a ·shoulder in the 1280 - 1290 em region. and the middle 
peak of this series should overlap a strong absorption of COF 2 , 
but there does not appear to a definable absorption in the 
1.215 1220 -l ... . · ·. - · em r:eg1on. 
Thel:"e is a strong absorption peak evident in an SF6 
matrix. at 1285 em -l (wi th a shoulder at 1290 cm-1 ). If it 
is not due to CF 
3
oF-. i t may be due to one of the mono-sub-
s ·tituted produc.ts of .fluorine atom reactions with C(OCl)ClF 2• 
(39) C(OCl)_ClF
2 + F 
~ -cF
3
oci + Cl 
(40) C(OCl)ClF.
2 + F -+ C(OF)ClF 2 + Cl 
The product :of re~c:tion (39), ch1oroxytrifluoromethane, bas 
already been discussed, with peaks recorded . in argon matrices 
at 1268;, 12].9 and 1200 cm-1 • The highest frequencY peak is 




the spectrum of the hypofluorite. produ.ceQ. in .r~action (40) 
is unknown .• therefore a comparison cannot be made. W.i th no 
additional evidence on which to ):rase a judgement,. it seems 
115 
that the identity of the species associated with the absorptio11 
at around 1285 an-1 must remai·n undetermined. 
3.. Chlorotrifluoromethane. 
The reaction of o{io) with chlorotrifluoromethan.e pro-
du.c.es both carbonyl fluoride and carbon dioxide as the major 
identified ProQ'Uets. Several other peaks were seen,. however, 
in ·eacb e,q>eriment. I.n 
there was a strong pe~ 
133(), 116(), 910(sh) and 
a co 2 mat,ri.X, in addition to co3 • 
•t l Z75 ern -l. with smal1er peaks at 
.· .. · . . -1 
625 em • In an sF6 matrix, new 
peaks appeared at 1275 and 1·240 em -l, .one on either side 
of the strong peak due to the matrix material at 1260 cm-1 • 
However, there are some seemingly cont~adictory features 
found by compa.rin.g the plots o .f a:t>sorbance vs. time for the two 
expe~iments. In a co2 matrix, the 127-5 011-1. peak appeat;s- to 
grow very slowly at fir:St. increas~ng in growth rate. only 
af~er about one :full day of photolysis, and continuing to 
grow, although more slowly, for the duration o .f the photolysi3. 
Thro~ghoUt this experiment, the intensity· remained below that 
-1 
of the 1910 cm-1 peak of coF2 ~ :rn the SF6 matt:ix, the 1275 em 
peak grew fastest of all absorptions in the initial phases of 
photolysis, with growth l.eveling off to a na'arl y zero rate. 
At all times~, the i;n_tensity of the 1275 em -l peak. was much 
greater than that of COF2 • These results are difficult to 









explain. One conceivable reason for the difference is that 
this pe~ is t;he result of more. than one species • and this 
seems highly likely since at. least four possible s.pecies that 
could be involved in this reaction sequence have strong .ab-
sorption peaks occurring in that region, incltlding CF
3
ocl, 
CF3oF. CF3oocF3 and CF4 • If we propose an insert·ion reaction 
as the first step in the reaction sequence, it would result 
in the formation of· CF 3ocl. 
(41) CCl.F J + 0(1D) 
This species is known, and its strongest absorption peaks 
1~6 
have. been. seen at 1268, 1219 .and 1200 cm-1 in aJ'l argon rnatri:x. 55 
-1 In both of our matrix experiments; the l2(i8 .em peak was the 
only one that \IOuld not have been masked by other $pecies. 
Furthermore, smardzewski ~d Fox photolyzed CF3ocl in an argon· 
mat~ix. and reported seeing cF3oF and cF300CF 3 as well as COF 2. 
as products of the photolysis. Table 23 lists the reported 
intense peaks for each of these compounds in the 1100 - 1300 cm-
1 
region, along with those of CF4, which could also be antici-
pated in this reaction sequence. In o.ur co2 matrix experiment, . 
We observed a small peak at 1330 em - 1 I an intense peak. broaden-
ing con$iderably at its base at 1275 cm-1 with a clear shoulder 
at· 12.70 em -l, a strong pe~ at 1258 on-1 with a shoulder at 
1 ·250 cm-1 , and a small peak at 1160 em ... 1 • The region from 
1170 - 1240 on - 1 was masked by cctF3 .. In SF 6 we saw only the 
. . -1 sharp peaks at I 275 and 1240 on ~ Nothing we have observed 

























TABLE 23 .• 
Positions of Infra,red. Absorp'tion Peak$ of Poss:i.ble 




in the Range 1100 - 1300 an .. 1 
CF
3





















[ formed by insertion, and that it then undergoes photolytic 
I / reactions leading to the same products. as those observed 
; 
t by Smardzevski and Fox. Although these- authors did not report: 
j 
f observing CF4 , analogy with other systems suggested to us 
that we shou~d look for it. Three of its abso~ption peaks 
fafl within the range observable in our experiments. The 
~ak at 1281 cm"'"'1 is coincident with peaks for both cr-
3
oF 
and CF 3oocF 3 • But lie did observe peaks at .bOt:h ~10 a,nd 625 
cm-1 that cC>rrespond closley to those reported at 9os and 
-1 . 1 83 628 an res.:pect1ve ¥• Cpn~irmatory evidence for the· 
presence o .f CF3oocF 3 i,n· the deposi.t, in addition to the strong 
peak a:t 1275 cm-1 which would coincide with the strongest 
absorption o.bserv-ed by others at 1283 cm-1 • and the strong 
i · 





' · ~ --
tion reported at 1254 cm-l, is provided bV the clear .peak at 
1160 em -l, since this is the only implicated product that 
. 5584 absorbs strongly in this reg1pn. • Of the strong absorp~ 
tions charact:eris:tic of cr l)F at 1290. 1252 and 1214 crrt 1 
•t 
the uppe~ one could account for the breadth of the 1.275 em 
peak at the base, the 1.25 2 em -l peak is at the same frequency 
as a pe~ for CF 'JPOCF 
3 
, and the lover one is masked. Thus, 
its presence cannot be definitely proven. Nevertheless, a 
reasonab1e sequence of reactions for the photolysis of CF 3ocl 





+ h\) ~ COF 2 

























F ...,..C.FOF + Cl . 3 
C()F2 ~ CF3oocF3 





F __.. CF + Cl 
4 
. 85 Reaction (451 is known in the gas phase. · and CF 
3
oocr3 is 
the major product of the gas phase thermal decomposition of 
cr3oc.1. 
13 Reaction (46} has been proposed55 to account for 
the for mation o -f CF~OO-cF3 in matrioe.s where; molecular ag-
gregation of CF3ocl results on depo.$ition. The .po}.arity 
qf CC1F3 could also lead to some aggregat.icm at ·the host/ 
guest ratios of our eXperiments.. Thi.s could aecount for the 
CF3.()0CF3 formation without . the necessity of assuming mol)i lity 
119 
of any species larger than single atoms. However., reacti on (47) 
is more probable than {44). even though their rates are pro-
b!bly both comparablY fast, since the concentration of CC1F3 
is much greater than any cF3ocl. that may have been formed.. 
thus. reac'tion ( 46) i .s a much more likely source of CF3oocF3 
than reaction (45}. 





in SF 6 matrix. In view of the proposed 





• the source of co
2 
in this system would apparently in-
volve reactions for which no analogous reac.tions have been 
postulated. In each of these t\.10 previously discussed sys·tems, 
the eventual formatio~ of CQ
2 
has b .een accol,lnted fol: by proposing 







and that in C( OCl )C1F2. in the · · case of ccl 2F 2 • In the case of 
CCl.F3 no e-el bOnds are found in any of the intermediates. 
it is perhaps sign.ificant to note that in the case. o! c;:c1
3
F 
(Figure 5) C02 appe~rs very early. preceding even, coF2
, which 
is consistent ~ith the proposed sequence of reaction~. since 
the F atoms required to make COF
2 
\.IOuld be produced as co 
2 
i -s formed. In the case of ccl 2F 2 • co2 appears after coF2
• 
120 
but before- any product!S of F atom reactions (Figu~e 7) • wbi.ch 
is· again consistent with the proposal that the F atoms are 
formed in reactions that result in the formation of co 
2
• on 
the· ·other hand, co2 appears rri\lch later in the photolysis of 
CC1F3 and o3 , and apparentl.y in much smaller qUantitiE!-s. 
Fl.lrthermor~. F ~toms would be formed in this case by reactions 
which do not lead to the formation af co2 • Thus, the sour-ce 
of co2 probably invc~ves reactions not seen. in the other two 
. t S . COF . t t . bl . d t . SO ' g 5 th sys ems. .1nce ·. · 
2 
.1s no · suscep 1 . e to ox1 a 1.on. e 
co2 must come from. other sources.. Jones has observed that in 
experiments involving coF
2
• co 2 was a freq(lently obs~rved con-
taminant of the reaction rnbct;ures .. 50 He concluded th~t COF 2 
gas J:eacteci with adsor.bed .species in the vacuum system (grease, 
etc.) . to form co
2
• But since coF2 is not present as a gas in 
this system, and since .it appears so much later in the reaction 
sequence, this seems an unlikely source of the co2 • Oxidation 
of impurities in the deposit, such as hydrocarbons, would also 
appear relatively· unlikely, not only because there was· no 
. . . 
spectral evicience of any such impurities, but also because 





of photolysis. A more reasonable source of the co
2 
would 
be a photolysis or a Photooxidation of one of thP ob~~rved 




• the othe-r produc-ts 




oxidation of CF30Cl has never been studied. both its presumed 
presence in the d.eposi.,t and the thermodynamic favorability 





The enthalpy of this reactipri is -48 kcal. 
· Two possible se~ndary sources of co
2 
are the postulated 





(49} CF OF + hl) 3 ~ COF2 + F 2 
But the photooxidation is thermodyriami·call y favorable. with 
an enthalpy of -14.9 kcal. 
(50) CF'3 0F + Of
1 D) ~ co2 + 2F2 
The least li.kely source of co
2 
would appear to be ~3ootF3• 
However. Porter and cady85 report that CF 
3
oocF 3 has been 
synthesi~ed by· reaction of t~. volumes of F
2 
and one of C0 2 
·0 heated to 3:25 c. The reverse of .. this reaction would be the 
oxidation: 
(51} CF300CF3 + 02 -+ 2C02 + 3F2 88 
O.f cr3·oOcF3 is -358 kcal/. mol, · then If the heat of formation 
the enthalpy of this reaction is. +170 kcal. on the o.ther. hand, 
h · enthalpy· o£ +7 .1 kcal. the photoo>eidation reaction as an 
( . ) OOCF + 0( 1 D) ~ C02 + COF2 + 2F2 . 52 CF
3 

















The direct _photolysis of CF 3oocF3 leads to the reaction: 
(53) CF 3oocF3 + hv ~ CF4 + C02 
+ F :2 
The enthalpy of this reaction is calculated to be +44 keal. 
It is interesting to note that in a study of the photolysis 
of CF3oocF3 in liquid solutions in CF4 at -196°c, Vanderkooi 
90 
and Fox observed the formation of the CF 
3
oo radical Jr as 
established by esr spectra of the solutions.. No evidence 
of CF 3 radicals was founq, leading them to conclude that the 












rapid~ 2CF oo 
·3 
122 
Reaction ( 54a} bas a Ali ~ +40 'kcal. and ( 54b) has ;AH ~· +14 kcal .. 
The photolysis of CF3oo would then involve reactions with 
much smaller enthalpies. For example, if the reactions were: 
(55 a) 
( 55b) 
CF 00 ~ 
3 
F + F _.,.. F
2 
+ F2 F 
the most endothermic reaction would be (55 a) with A H z + 75 
kcal. This gives a.n overall energy requirement for the com-
plete pbotooxidation of +166 kcal/mol of CF300CF3 , but no 
step is beyond the range of the MPML {112 kcal/mol for the 
254 nm line). The radical CF
3
oo has been proposed as an 
intermediate in the photooxida·tion of CF · cl. 
91 
A recent 3 
study89 reports the infrared spectrum of argon matrix isolated 
CF 
3












1 . 3 c. 0( D) .:':!!! ... 0( · p·J 
In the introduction to this report, it was mentioned 
that some controversy exi$ts in the literature with respect 
to the extent of. deactivat.ion of O( 1o) in low temperature 
matrices, and whether observed reactions are those of O( lD) 
or of the ground st-ate 0 ( 3P ).. We have attempted to address 
this problem, and have co.ncluded that in our experiments, we 
are looking at reactions of O{ 1o) and not o ( 3P) • several 
arguments can be put forth to suppo~t: this cqntention .. 
First., the two matrices .used primarily for our work 
123 
were SF6 and co2 • "Second order rate constants for the deacti-
va·tion of 0.( 1 b} in the gas phase have been measured by a number 
0. ·f k · . . 97.98 wor ers. · carbon dioxide is quite efficient relative 
to other gas.est and its efficiency increases as the temperature 
dec:reases.99 'However. the reason given fC>~ its efficiency as 
a "dE!activator• • where such a term is used to refer to its 
ability to remove O( 1o) trom the ~ys.tem; i5 because of its 
ability to form chemie.al bonds with co2 in a colli.sional coJ1'-
plex. This is. of course, the species co3 • But we have already 
seen that co
3 
can serve as an oxygen "bank••, providing us with 
a long term storage mechanism for a·tomic oxygen that. can supply 
either o(1o) itself for reaction or ox-ygen atoms to react 
wi.th o2 .in the matrix and regenera-te o 3 • On the other hand. 
the inability of SF 
6 
to deactivate O( 1o-) i n the gas phase has 
47-49 109 . . . .. . . 109 been widely reported. ·.· ·· •· · · Paraskevopoulos arid Cve·tanov~c 
·report that adding sF
6 


















on the product . yields of its J;"eact.ion with O( 1ol, and. conclude 
that 0( 1o) does not interact in any way with· SF 6 • This is 
agreement· with the results of the e~feet of added SF6 on 
measurements of competitive ~ates of deactivation vs .• .chemical 
reaetion of O( 1o) with co
2
, 49 on measurements of N2 production. 
47 f in the photolysis of N
2
o, · and on measurements of rates o < 
isotopic exchange df 0( 1o) with co 2•
48 
Next, although rates of reaetion of o(3PJ in the gas phase 
with the three chlorO.fluorometl1anes of this study have not 
been determined, there are values for cc14 and CH3cl to cc:>mpilre. 
For example, the .rate constants for the reactions of o(1oJ 100 
and 0( 3P)101 with ce14 at 298 K are 2 •. 0 x l0-
10 and 2.0 x l0-
16 
. -1 -1 rnole<;ule sec respectively, and for . CH3cl they are 
4.0 x lo-10 and 2 ... 2 x lo-16 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 r .espect i vely. 
Thus, for similar systems, the former being a Cl atom abstraction 
and the lat·ter a H atom abstraction, the rat~s of o(1D) reactions 
are approximately six orders of ma_gnitude greater than the 
rate~ of o( 3P} reactions in thegas phase. 
Thirdly. although each of t]le preceding arguments are 
based on m~a.suremen:ts in gas phase systems., we have made 
measurements of ou-r own in matrix systems that support the 
conclusions reached above-. In experiments in both co2 and SF· 6 
matrices, with roth ccl3F and ccl 2F2 , we have found that photo-
lysis with the MPML or the LPML and a 2 rrm pyr(!x filter, which 
transmits light only above 306 nm, no ¢hemistry is obsetved 
even though the ozone photolyzes away. since the photolysis 
o f o
3 
at a wavelength above 306 run produces only o( 3p.), we 
;r-


















see .tha~ the 0(1 I>) apercies must be resp:msible for the chemistry 
~ . . . . . 1 . 
we observe wl.:thout the pyrex filter. To pro~e thc;kt O( o) '\~las 
not being_ produced iQ the ozone. photolysis above 306 nm, ·we 
pho:tQlyzed -. mixture of ozone and co 2 , and saw no co3 formed. 
To prove that o(3P) was being formed as the ozone was· photo-




in tcl3F matrix 
with the MPML and the pyrex f i1 t .er.. Although we observed 
formation of 16o - 18o and 16o-18o2 as the ozqne ph0 :t:olyze<J 2 
away • '!,le SC).W Vi-rtually . no reaction \(ith th¢ mat,rix .Chloro.-
fluorocarbon. we have th1,1s coti~luded that the reactions we 




























The reaction o.f 0( 
1
o) ·with chlorofluo,iomethanes could 
cOnceivably occur by a number of possible pathway s: 
1 . 
0( D) + _.,. ClO + Extraction 
126 




+ Deacti v.ation 
~ CCl"' F 0 + Cl Elimin.ation .e-X X · 2 
~ cc13_xFx.., 1o + ClF Elimination 







the elimination of Cl.F can :undoubtedly be regarded as less. 
likely than that of c12 .because of t..he much greater relative 
strength of the C-'F lx>nd w-itb respect to the e-el oond. But 
the otl)er four reacti()n pathways must all be considered.. For 
e:xarnple, deactivation is known to be the primary method of 
quenching 0(~) in the case of the lighter noble. gases. A 
concerted insertion-elimination of H2 is one of the observed 
paths for reaction of o( 1o) with ca4 and. other hydrocarbOns 
and tor CHF
3 
and ca3F in the gas pha·se. A substitu.tion react.j.on 
cannot be disco\lnted, "a prio~i • , although its analog bas not 
been ob~erved fo·r CH
4 
+ o(1 o). For example, a substitution 
reaction with CF 3c1 would be more exothermic than extraction 
(.O.H~98 = -239 kJ/mol for .substitution vs. -98 kJ/mol .for 
extraction). Furthermore, certain reaction~ o~ o(1D) occtir 
by insertion followed by fragmentation: an insertion into 
CF 3c~ wo.uld lead to the well. characteri~~ hypo.c)llorite, 
CF
3














for producing alkoxy r. adieal s·. Ho t · t d · · · . wever. ex ens1ve s u 1es 
of the gas phase reactions of O( 1o) with cc14 ~ cc13~ ~ ccl 2F 2 , 
and CClP 3 all indicate that in. the gas phase the dominant, 
if not exclusive, reaftion pathway is extra-ction of a chlorine 
atom to fortn Clo. 
'l".his is: in contrast to the results \Je have obtained 







CClF3 .in low temperature matrices. No direct evidence of ClO, 
or any other .chlorine oxides, was fotand in any of our studies. 
In fact, the burden .ot the evid,en<:e suggests very strongly 
that the dominant reaction pat~way is the insertion-elimination 
sequence. :Indic:a.tiop of the formation of an alkyl hypo.chlorite 
in.te:rmediate is provided both by the unassigned infrared results 
and the intermediate-like behavior of· these features ( appear-
ance and subsequent disappearance) • But the strongest proof 
is provided by the sequence of product formation event.s that 
calls for some oxygen-halomethane adduct, that subsequently 
is oxidized to co
2 
yi-elding fluorine -atoms in the matrix. 
and that itself may also be photolyzed. The complete proposed 
sequences for each of the thr-ee chlorofhtoromethan~s are shown 
in Figures 11, 12, and 13. In tl'le case of ccl3F the .insertion 
and elimination reactions are probably concerted,. as they 
appear to be in the gas phase reactions of cHF3 and CH3F. On 
the other hand, the evidence points very strongly to the in• 
creased stability of the insertion intermediate hypochlorit~ 
· in the .order C(OCl}C1
2
.F <ClO¢l}ClF2< CF3ocl. Thi,.s results 































PropOSed Sequence of Reactions to Aecoun:t. fqr O.bserved 
Products· in the ~t~action o:f ccl3F and o3 
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Proposed SeqUence of ~eactions to Account for Observed 
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elimination as separ-ate s~eps. In addition to the relatively 
greater stability of a psrfluorinatec1 hyJ:X>chlorite as a reason 
for being abl~ to directly observe the insertion product in 
these matrix studies. where most studies in the gas phase .on 
similar systems have been unsuccessful at observing ins-erti on 
species, one can also point to the fact that at higher tempera-
tures the insertion product is generally produced as a vibr a-
tionally or electro-nically "hot .. species; ·sufficiently so that 
the subsequent fragmentation is virtually inevitable. 
As an additional. point of reference. we can compare 
these reactions with other teactions of o( 1n) in low tempera-
·ture matrices. Here one is usually co·ncerned with physical 
deactivation of O( 1o) to o( 3p) vs. formation of a c:ollisic:mal 
complex, which may then undergo ei·ther stabili.zat.ion (adduction 
or insertion) or fragmentation (abstraction or elimination). 
Formation of a co~lisional complex that :undergo-es both abstrac-
tiort and elimination is exemplified by reaction with carbonyl 
sulfide., ocs, whereas a solely elimination s equence is observed 
in the case of cs2 • Deactivation of .a coll.i.sional complex 
that could be c:onsi<iered an exampl.e of addu.ction is provided 
1 
by the formation of ro
3 
in the r~action co 2_ + O( D). And the 
reaction of 0( 1o) with cF3cocF 3 is an example of insertion. 




F 2 and CC1F3 we apparently have a 
progression from formation of a collisional complex followed 
by immediate elimination, as in the case of ccl3F, to stabili-
zat.ipn of the eo:llisional complex to g·ive an insertion product, 
as in the case of CClF 
3
• In the latter cas e _, eliminat ion then 





EXPERIMENTS ON THE EFFEGTs· OF LOW ENERGY ELECTRON lMPACT 
ON CRYOGENIC FILMS OF MIXTURES OF 
CHLOROFLUOROME'l'HANES AND OZONE 
Be~ause· the overall effect of dissociative electron capture 
followed by photodetacbment of the electron from the resulting 
chloride ion is virtual! y the same as that for the direct 
photolysis of the chlorofluorotnethanes, -we felt tha-t the 
pos·sibility existed for utili~inq this proc-ess for the study 
.o.f the ozone destruction proc.ess in a lov tempera-ture matrix. 
M ... ll' d J . 102 h . d ~ ed h . . 1. J.. ~gan an · acox ave stu l. ·. t e products of e ect.ron 
132 
capture: by CHcl 2F in a low _temperatl;lre matrix by codepositing 
the ehlorocarbon and alkali metal atoms in a matrix containing 
metastable argon atom.s. we felt, ho""'eyer, that directing an 
electron beam from an external source at a matrix deposit 
might be as effective and simpler to execute. studies by 
Hamill10¥ 04 have shown that low energy ele.ctrons from a fil.a-
ment impacted on thin solid films of a variety of alkanes and 
alkenes :produced a wide range of chemica:! products .indicative 
of bond -disso«;iations and rearran9ements at electron energies 
far beiow ·those of allowed optical -excitations. The ability 
to populate low-lying el-ectronic levels, S\lch as tripl-ets, 
that are .not directly accessible throu:gh optical. exci~ation, 
in addition to the fact that such excitations had been shown 
to produce significant chemcial changes in the stJ.bstrat,e, 
sugg~sted that electron capture was a versatile tool for in-




' ! ! 
! 
was suppo;'ted by studies- of products produced by low energy 
electron impact on neopentane, pr~pene and cyclopropane i _n 
the gas phase report.ed by DeJ;"ai and Danon.lOS-H>? There 
thu-s appear-ed to be documentation to suppOrt the idea that 
infrared spectroscopy of matrices containing chlorofluoro-
methanes subjected to simultaneous l.ow energy elect.ron im-
_pact and photolysis iri the photodetaehment region (near uv) 
could be a vetsa.tile way of studying the decomposition of 
133 
these compounds l.n an :envir~:>nment allowing ease of product 
analysis, high specificity, energy dif.fe:tentiatic;m and the 
abilit.'Y to simplify and manipulate the experimental parameters. 
Finally, it did not escape our attention that in eompa.l;ison 
with photolysis, the formatio-n of reactive int:.ermediates 
by thi::s technique would o.::cur at much lower total energy 
input.. Thus, we w-ere hoping to· more easily detect _and iden-
tify thes.e intermediates. 
lnitial lo!Ork involved construction of a photocathode 
electron source modeled on those u·sed by Jones in some gas 
phase studies. Several modifications were tried_. including 
designs with ligh~ tr~ps to avoid photolysis of matrix samples. 
Figure 14. &nitter surfaces evaluated included palladium. 
calcium- and antimany. The electro:n emi-ssion currents we-re 
lqw. and no chemistry was observed. We examined other po.ssi-
bilities including the use of micro-channel electron multi-
plier plate~, but were always constrained by the physical 

























1. QUartz pl,ate 
2~ Me.tallized sur·fac.e 
(Pd. ca, Sb) · 
3. Wire lead, making 
cont·act with metal 
mirror with . siiver 
paint (DuPont 7713) 
4. Pyrex cover,. sealed 
to qua~tz plate with 
.. T_orr-Seal'' epoxy 
cernent {Varian) 
b. Electron optics to optimiz-e output of ·thermionic emitter 
® 
}-_::.-c::==:::::=:::=::Jl 




4... ceramic connector 
5. Repeller 
Electron Gun: 2 - 5 
6. Dewar port 











w.e next decided to develop a conventional thermionic 
emitter source. even though it represented a sacrifice in terins 
of beam energy definition and in sample heating. The cu.rrents 
available from tungsten emitters were far greate-r than the 
photocathodes • .but s~ill were inadequat~ to see any chemical 
events. Next we learned to make oxide-coated tungsten emitters 
using pyrolysis of a film of Baco 3 • These gave much .larger 
emission currents (10 p.A) but bad short, unr.eliable lifetimes. 
We then devel~ped electron optics to increase the emission 
currents. A system with an extractor and a focusing lens 
achieved high current·s (10 - 100 )'J\.l. rfut when ve tri-ed 






and a series of chlorofluoromethanes, no. detectable electron-
impact induced chemistry was· observed. We then tried the 
hydrocaroon experilnent·s modeled on Hamill's ·work. EVen in 
what we expected to .be ·a sure systeiJI,. no evidence of chemical 
events was found, e.ven at high currents for seve~al days, 
and even at electron enet:gies s :ignificantly higher than 
the optimum reported by Hamill, up to 100 volts where ioni-
zation events 'WOUld oave been impOrtant. 
we a.l.so tried a series of modifications of the electron 
collector ( sam.p~e. plate). The designs included: a) various 
ways· of roounting and suppo·rting gol,d minigrids. such as thofle· 
used by electrocherilists in optically transparent electrodes: 
and b) the use of partially metallized (vapor deposit;ed) salt 









to that reported by Hamill) was alw-ays observ.ed. 'Ibis may be 
attributed to electron trapping by the 1:hin dielectric sample 
film. We attempted to overcome this problem by: a) increasing 
the applied pC>tential to restore the effeetive fi.eld and the 
previous current: b) using extremely thin films~ and c) using 
a chemical system ·such as CC1 3F.. The ccl3F undergoes dissocia-
tive electron cap~ure, CC13F + e'""...,..ccl2F + cl-. We tried to 
use the known photodetachment X'eaction Cl."'!' + h~ _,.cl + e~ in 
combination \iith electron impact so the ne·t ef.f:ect would be 
to produce ccl2F radicals while pushing the elect.rons through 
the dielectric with the photodeta¢hmei1t reaction. No evidence 
was seen in the infrared spectrum of the sample film for the 
CC12F radical.s. .whose spectrum is known. even at long exposure 
times (2 days) at significant currents ( 0.5 j'A) and simul-
taneous photolysis with the. MPML filtered to transmit the 
313 nm line. 
The film thickness wa.s limited by our need to follow the 
sample chemistry with infrared spectrophot()metry.. In order 
to optimize ir ab$orpticin f.or as thin a sample as possible, 
we made the following changes: a) the sample plate was made 
ir reflective-: b) the ir beam was set1t through a beam. condenser:, 
onto t .he reflective sample plate, and back out to the ir mono-
chromator; and c) the inlet window for the analyzing beam of 
the ir spectrophotometer was enlarged to optimize the beam 
throughput. Again the series ·of ele<:tiori impact exp~riments 







f'l GURE 15. 
MATRIX DEWAR S.AMPX:.E A8EA .DESIGN 
a. Optically transparent sample support 
IR.{:=·. 
b. OpticaiTy reflective sample support 
¢:=IR 
l. sample inlet 
2. sampl~. sui>Port 
3 .. electron gun 
.IR<~: -----~4---- --¢= IR 




observed. At this stage, the decision wa~ made to terminate 
the electron impact work with t11e matrix isolation system 
and to apply that system to a study of the reactions of 
the chloroflUc;>t;'onu~thanes with 0(10} atoms produced by the 
photolysis of ozone .. 
subsequent eonsul.tatic:m vith or. lfamill and Or .• R. M. A. 
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Hahne, who, a·s a postdoctoral ·fellow with Qr .. Hamill, attempt~ 
experiments with 1-hexene using the same procedures ~nd equip-
ment used on th·e x:eported. experim-ents on 1-pen1;:ene, gave the 
following information: a) the experim~h1;:8 were very difficult 
to reJn"oduc:e: b) the electron colle-ctor became coated on re-
peated use, anq this made it difficult to decide on the. appro ... 
priate corrections to apply to asc;:ertain a true electron beam 
energy~ e') the amount of various products was variable: d) sample 
analysis involve(! extensive heating of the reactant vessel and 
long term trap.ping o.f materials. in the vacuum system:. eJ the 
1-pentene results .did not paral.lei those of 1-hexene: t) it 
was very important to work with a c],ea:n .• high vacuum system 
( thQy used a Vac-io11 pumped system). It thus appears that 
t:he apparatus reported by Hamill is not nearly as straight-
forward to use as it appears in the literature.. And if indeed 
the technique works. it gives exceedingly low produc·t yields 
requiring very ~acting vacuum techniques. Vac:-ion pumped 
system$ are notorious .for back-streaming of gas fragments, 
prati·cular.ly hydrogen. ~so· , 'the bak:ing procedure us.ed in 
produ'ct ana,tysis suggE!'sts possible therm.al problems. It does 
not appear that this prbc:edure . deserves further study. 
APPENDIX B 
Table of standard Enthalpies of .Formation ,!! 1 ~ .. ~ Q ! 
.!.!! the x·deal Gas State in kcal mol-l ,..._._. ....,__ . ,__ - -
From ·&'Photochemistry ·Of small Mo:tecu,les". H. Okabe~ Wiley-























-22.;4 * 0.5 
-68.24 • 1 .• s 
-116 .. 5 ± 2 
-168.,() ±. 0.8 
-221.61 ± 0.3 
-57.103 
-93.965 ± 0 .. 011 
34,.8 :f; 0.4 
25.6 :t 1.5 
21.4 ± 0.6 
6.40 ± 0.38 
24.211 ± 0.005 
22 ± 5 
-152 .. 0 ± 0.4 
-52· .. 2 ± 0.8 
-101 :t 8 
-12.12 ± 0.6 
19.15 ± 2 
-21 
-64.3 (298 K) 






























-41 * 15 
-4 
-43.6 ± 1.5 
56.7 ± 5 
60.1 ± 2 
119.1 ± 5 
169.58 ±: 0.45 
58.983 t 0.024 
a 
.104 .• 9 
28.587 ± 0.002 
18.36 :t 0.40 
•3·.25. 2 (600 K) 
-33oc 





b -184.0 ± 2 .. 5 
7 b -17 ± 10 . b 
-134.9 ± 3 
a. AH~ = AH~lo3P) + .AE(0104-0·3P) == 59-.. 6 + 45.3 
b. G.n .. Foss and D. A •. Pitt~ g:. Phys .. Ch~. ~, JJ.• 3512 




E!!Y.Sical Properties of :Chlorofluoromethanes 
Formula, cc13r 
Mol.ecular Weight (amti) 137..37 
Normal Poilirig Point (°K) 1 249:,.34 
N 1 F . . ' ( 0 l . . orma reezJ.ng PoJ.-nt . · K) 162: 







. ·. · .· 1 
Critical Pressure (atrn) 43.5 40.6 
0 ~ . . ··. 2 
aaf, 100 K(keal/ool) 
0 . .. . . .~ .. . 2 
AGf, lO.O l<{kcal/mol) 
AH0 .. (kcal/moll .2 f, 298 . . .· 
0 . .···. . . 2 
AGf. 298 (kcal/mol) 
o I 2 s298 (cal .mol•K) 
-68 •. 24±1.5 -116. 5:t:2 
-6.8 ... 801 -114 .. 236 
-59 • 604 -108. 2 









-1 •6.8 .. O.:t:O .. 8 
-167.98 
- ·169. 2-:f.:O.o8 
-1~9;.5'1 
68.178±0 .. 1 
1. ••HaridP,ok of Chemis.try and Physi~s", 53rd Ed.it.io~1 Chemical 
Rubber (:G>., Cleveland, OH-~ 1973 
2. •'JJ\NAF - Thermochem .. Tabl~s", 2nd Ed .. ~ NSRDS - NBS 37~ 
The Dow chemical companyt Midland. ~If 1960 
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Infr.ared spec1;ra oif Photolysis EXPeriments ·.• !. 
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Spectrum 1. Infrared spectrum for the uv•photolysis of ccl3F and o 3• neat mixture. 
The solid .line is the sample nefore photolysis1 the dotted 1 ine is the 
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spectrum 2. Infrared spectra for. the. uv-photolysis o.f _ ccl3F and ()3 in a co 2 matrix. 
The soli d line is the sampl~ before photolysis.~ the dotted line is the 
spectrum after 15 minutea photolysis with the LPML~ the bto~en iH)e ia 
th~ spectrum after an additional 20 hours photolysi s with t.h~MPML. 
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Spectrum 3. Infra~ed. sp7ctra for the uv-pho~olysis of ccl3F and o 3 in an sr6 matrix. 
The solid l1:ne is the s~mple before photoly~i .sJ the dotted line is the 
spectrum :aft~r le. 5 hours with ~he LPML, anq 9. hours with the MPML : the 
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ppectrum 4. lnfrax-e? sp~ctr~ for the uv-photol.ysis of cc~ 3F and 
18o 3 in a_~_ sF6 matrix. 
The sol1d l:1ne :~,s the silmple befor e p~otolysl:el the dot-ted l~ne l.S the 
spectrum. after 6. 5 hours. with_ the LPML and. i2. 5 hours with the MPML: the 
'broken l i ne ~s th~ ~pectrum after an additional 47 hours with the MPML. 
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WAVENUMBER(CM~1J 
spectr.um .5 .. lnf.tared ~pec~rum f .or the uv-photolysis of ccl3f . ~nd 03 in N2o matrix; 
'the solid lin~ is the sampl ~ b~fore photolysis~ th~ dotted line is the 
spectrum after photolysis .for 35 min. with the. MPML. 
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Spectrum 7. Infrare~ $p7ctr~ for the uv-photolys _i~ of CCl2F2. and o3 , . neat mi~ture . 
'l'he sal~d 1 ,1.ne lS the samp];e before the photoiys1s1 the dotted ~l.ne 
is the spectrum af t er 5 hqurs of photolysis with the M.PM~. · 
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Spectrum 8 .• lnf. rar.ed ..... s. pe9t.ra . for the. ph.otolysis .qf .. CCl2F~ . an. d 03 in .a C.·.O 2. rn.at:i.x. 
The sol,~d ll.ne l.s the sample :before p}1otolys~s: the dot: ted l.1ne l.S ~ the 
e.pectrum after photolysis for 30 minutes with the LPML; the broken line is 
the spect.rulll after 16 hours with the LPML ~nd 24 hours with the MPML. 
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Spectrtirn ~~. infrarfi!d apect~.a for. th~ photolysis of ccl2F 2 and o3 in an SF6 matrix. 
Tl'le solid line is the sample before photolysis~ the -d.otted line is the 
spectrum after phOtolysis of 9 ho\lrs with the LPML: the broken line is 
the. spectrum afte·r 20• 5 hours ·with the LPML and 69 hours \ofitp t})e .MPMJ.:• 
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Spect.r\.lm 9b. lnfrared sp7ctr~ fo~ the photolysis of. CC1 2F 2 and 03 iJ'l an S~6 m~trix. 
The solid l1ne 15 .the sarr1ple . befor.e photolysus: the ,dott~c llnE! :.s +;he 
speCti;um ~ftf?r photolysis for 2 no·urs ~.tith t~~ i.PML1. t:Oe brc>:ken line is 
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Spectrum 9c. Infrared spectra tor the photolysis of C¢l2F2 and 
18o3 in an sr6 fTiatr:i.,x. 
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Spectrum 11. Infr~red spect'fumpf the prod\lct of the qas phase photolysi$ of. CCl 2F 2 
anc:i 1Bo3 deposited. as a solid film. 
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Sp~ctrum 12. Infrared s.pectra ·for the ~v-photolys.is of ¢¢1£'3 an<f 0~ in a eo 2 m~tdx. 
The ~olid l t nP :..~ the sa""ple 1::-~!or E!' pho!:olys _i~: the bro)r.£'f)lin• i~ thP 
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with th~ . Mi'ML. 
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Spectrum 13. Infr~re~ sp7ctr? for the . uv-photolysls o~ CC~F3 and o3 in an. SF6 , matrix. 
'!.'he soll:d Ltne ~s the sample before photolysJ.s: the broken l1:ne 1s the 
spectrum after photolysis for. 22.5 hours t,;;itb the . LPMl. _and 49 ho1..1rs 
with the MPML. 
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